


the Glee Club’s 1906 Christmas vacation trip.This source parallels Howard’s account,
but looks back half a century to the origins of what was then considered informal
singing, except that the Glee Club was then the new informal singing group.

This account reveals that the Whiffenpoofs emerged from a tradition of singing in
America, epitomized by the male quartet, that was already more than fifty years old.
Marshall Bartholomew ’07s, in his unpublished manuscript A History of Music at Yale,
remarked ‘the male quartet became a regular feature of Yale Glee Club concerts soon
after the Civil War.’ 2 Even before the first Yale Glee Club was formed, close harmony
had made its appearance on the Yale campus, as he records:

In 1856, for example, there were informal singing groups which took fanciful titles unto them-
selves, as similar groups do at present [the 1950s].We find the Beethoven Bummers - evidently pok-
ing fun at the more serious Beethoven Society; also there were the Owls and the Four Sharps. 3

This tradition continued into the 1880s
with other groups including the Midnight
Caterwaulers of 1870 (a quintet), the Sing-
ing Club of 1872 (a quartet), the Crows of
1872 (an octet), and the Offenbachanal-
ians of 1874 (a quartet). The Beethoven
Bummers lasted into the 1870s with as
many as fifteen singers 4

Howard’s account understandably
ignores the roots of informal singing in the
19th century. Even so, it begins far too late:
the Whiffenpoofs did not in fact begin
with the well-known gathering of five
singers in 1909, but as early as 1902, when
a group of Glee Club members calling
themselves the ‘The Six Little Lambs’ sang
their own version of Gentlemen-Rankers,
the song that would soon be transformed
into The Whiffenpoof Song. Carl Lohmann
[1909.04 . 10.05] recalled the group in a
letter to Austin Bruff, a member listed on
the invitation to The First Official Dinner
of ‘The Six Little Lambs’ at Mory’s,
February 7, 1902:

All my correspondence is now with Bee Van Vetchten including a menu of the first dinner held
by the ‘Six Little Lambs’ at Mory’s which Buff [Kimball] loaned me… It seems to me that the ‘Six
Little Lambs’ might have grown to be what the Whiffenpoofs are today only, unfortunately, it was
allowed to die out instead of passing on from class to class. 5

ORIGINS
The Reverend James Merriam Howard wrote his ‘authentic’ history of the

founding of the Whiffenpoofs for the 50th Whiffenpoof anniversary to set the
record straight about how the Whiffenpoofs began and how The Whiffenpoof Song
was created. Howard’s recollections are more than just a factual account. He creat-
ed a genuinely intimate and detailed portrait of day-to-day life at Yale that might oth-
erwise have been unavailable to us. In fact, his brief history gives us perspective on
and insight into the 1907-10 period that we have yet to find for any later period up
to World War II.

As remarkable as Howard’s description of Whiffenpoof origins may be, another
contemporary source, from 1906, should be considered:

…the only organized effort at singing at Yale was a large choral society, taking into its mem-
bership those who could sing at all reasonably, without being especially scrupulous that they should
be good and available singers; and practicing only heavy and serious compositions. About this time
it occurred to some of the undergraduates that the habit among the students of singing their col-
lege songs in on offhand way in their rooms, on the Campus, and on the street, might be utilized
and developed by the formation of a small club, which should practice together in order to do the
same things with more finish, add to them other light and catchy songs, and sing them for the pub-
lic enjoyment. The first attempt of this kind that was substantial and successful was made when
about eight voices met with some degree of regularity and learned, besides many of the old songs
commonly about the Campus, a few additional pieces of the some character. 1

The group described is not the Whiffenpoofs, but the Yale Glee Club, and the
year referred to is 1867.The quotation comes from a promotional piece prepared for

THE YALE GLEE CLUB OF 1909 james merriam howard, president, with eight future whiffenpoofs2

WHIFFENPOOF PRE-HISTORY yale glee club of 18651

3 The First Official Dinner the six little lambs
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To appreciate the quality of the first Whiffenpoof group, it is important to set a
musical context for its founding. By this time, singing at Yale had already become more
than a pastime; it was then the most popular extra-curricular activity on campus. In
1909, the total undergraduate population numbered only 2,198, including Yale’s Sheffield
Scientific School, a three-year institution that, notwithstanding the lower status it was
accorded compared to Academic, participated fully in the musical life at Yale. Each class
had an identity that was reinforced by frequent singing, generally spontaneous, at its
portion of the Fence, the traditional gathering point originally on the corner of Chapel
and College Streets.When Osborne Hall was built on this site, a new Fence was erect-
ed within the campus itself.

This account of Glee Club tryouts shows the popularity of singing in 1906:

At the beginning of each college year, in order to fill vacancies made by those who have gradu-
ated or those who have been adjudged not worthy of being reinstated, competitive examinations are
held at which two hundred or more applicants are canvassed to fill possibly ten or fifteen vacan-
cies… The direct result of these very exacting competitions is to induce the students to prepare for
them in advance by training under good teachers, and thus the standard of the applicant is raised
to a far higher point than if they were merely untutored musicians. 6

Marshall Bartholomew recalls Carl Lohmann’s tryout with uncharacteristic awe:

Lohmann’s voice trial remains unforgotten amid thousands of similar trials that have been since
then.Asked to vocalize a few scales upward this mellow, well-modulated voice sang up to and includ-
ing a robust tenor F. ‘Hmm,’ commented the director, ‘Good tenor material here.’Then he ran the can-
didate downward in arpeggios. Down, down, down, down, to a good E-flat in profundo, also with good
quality and volume. Here was material for a one man quartet with range enough to sing any part
and the quality of a ready-made soloist. 7

All the while, the Glee Club performed works in an intentionally popular vein, as
documented again in the 1906 promotional history:

[In preparing for the 1906 Christmas trip] the management has decided to omit all choruses
of a technically difficult and pretentious character, and fill the programme entirely with light, cheer-
ful, jolly songs that will give each audience a genuine good time.There will be new songs of an airy,
dainty character ; new humorous numbers for the chorus; new solos for the individual singers; new
‘stunts’ for the funny men; but there will also be a liberal selection of the old standard songs which
appeal to the Yale spirit, which call up the memory of happy days, which disclose the special char-
acter of college life and which raise anew the thrill of pride in the mother university. 8

These performances featured the Varsity Quartet, soon to become the Whiffenpoofs.

What made this first Whiffenpoof group unique and ultimately significant was its 
establishment as a self-perpetuating organization. Several factors contributed to the
Whiffenpoofs’ ability to survive past the graduation of its original members.

5 THE HOGANS OF 1909 huff . lohmann . olmstead . fowler . howard . smith . linder standing on right

Kipling’s Gentlemen-Rankers remained popular throughout the first decade of the
20th century at Yale and was known to have been sung at Class Day exercises in
1908. The following 1908 New York Herald account of the Yale Glee Club’s western
trip during the Christmas holidays also shows that a lamb-inspired version of
Gentlemen-Rankers was sung by Glee Club members before the song acquired its
Whiffenpoof lyrics.

During this decade undergraduates with a love for harmonizing formed a capella
groups that just as quickly disbanded when their members graduated. These groups
included the Growlers, who immediately preceding the Whiffenpoofs, and the Cup
Men and Hogans, their contemporaries (See v1.1908), with whom the founding Whiffen-
poofs freely associated musically. Although there is now a difference of opinion about
the function of these groups, any excuse for good singers to gather was sufficient to
generate apparently high-quality music making.

The road tour of the Yale clubs starts
from New York. Sometimes it gets a flying
start, singers have reached the city a few
days before the day of departure upon the
tonal pilgrimage and used the intervening
time in getting into condition to withstand
the hardships of the journey. . .

Little old New York, which has so 
many feasts spread for its delection, usual-
ly gets the first of the concerts of the Yale
clubs. The old grads whose memories go

back to the days when the choicest songs
were ëAlways on Timeí and ëNellie Grayí
have cheered the singers of the perennial
ëBright College Yearsí and ëBrave Mother
Yale.í Singers have shaken hands with the
members of the audience which has
applauded them, and they have gone
aboard the private car at the Grand Central
Station to get a little sleep. Well do the
more experienced members know that
although there will be food and entertain-
ment galore upon the trip, there will be no
surplus of natureís sweet restorer, balmy
sleep.

The freshman learns, for instance, that
only an upperclass man, provided, of
course, that it is not his first trip, may sit in
the seats of the mighty, the cushioned seats
at the end of the combination dining car. It
is one of the prerogatives of the upper class
men that they may order a special concert
by the youngsters whenever they so desire.
Many an aspiring tenor or bass has had to
sit on the edge of his berth and sing an
original ballad or give an imitation of ëbird
mother crying to her young.í The upper
class men across the aisle pronounce grave
criticisms upon these efforts of the neo-

phytes.
The crowning achievement one
night during a road tour was a pro-

cession through the car of four
members of the clubs having in
their custody a wooden lamb,
the interior mechanism of
which was arranged in such a
fashion that life-like bleats
were emitted upon occasion.
The quartet accompanied the

bleating by singing Kiplingís
ëBaa, Baa, Black Sheep.í The

wooden lamb contributed an
artistically perfect ëbaa.í

4 NEW YORK HERALD 12 january 1908

One of the quickest ways in which a man at Yale can eat or dance himself to
an early grave is to become a member of one of the musical clubs. For these clubs
countless latchstrings hang out all over the country. Anxious mammas bring for-
ward daughters who are tireless dancers. Alumni drop business to entertain the
boys, and it is a tired and surfeited lot that finally reaches New Haven and tum-
bles out of its private car to the routine of study.
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First, the group intended, from the start, to establish an ongoing institution, as
shown by the drafting of an immutable constitution and the agreement, weather per-
mitting, to sing publicly on a regular schedule.

Second, it had a bona-fide theme song, adapted from a popular tune and lyrics of
the time, but assimilated by the group as a distinguishing feature (the song could be
sung only at Mory’s).

Last, but not least, the group set a standard by the quality of their singing, amply
corroborated by the reports of their contemporaries and the popularity of their
weekly singing at Mory’s, that made continuing the tradition worthwhile (three of its
members - Lohmann, Minnigerode, and Pomeroy - were in fact juniors).

The thread connecting this activity, then, was a shared consciousness of this enter-
prise’s value, not only to its current members, but also to Yale singers that they might
never know.

THE  MUSIC  AND  ITS  SOURCES
Beginning as an outgrowth of the Glee Club, the early Whiffenpoofs generally

performed songs published in Yale song books. In a practice that has long since gone
out of date, however, they also created spontaneous four- and even five-part harmo-
ny on familiar tunes of the day. As time progressed, succeeding groups added to this
repertoire a wealth of arrangements, essentially all written by the group’s own mem-
bers. In a remarkable eight-year period ending in 1950, for example, five individuals -
Dudley Miller ’43, Bill Oler ’45m,Wally Collins ’47m, Ed Wolff ’50, and Fenno Heath ’50
(later to become director of the Glee Club for 40 years) - added ninety-nine new
arrangements to the repertoire, forty-three in a single year.

The new Whiffenpoofs chosen each year owe surprisingly little musical allegiance
to their predecessors.With the exception ofThe Whiffenpoof Song, the choice of reper-
toire is their own - sometimes closely reflecting the music sung by the groups imme-
diately preceding them, but occasionally taking new, even controversial directions.
Every group’s independence is due to a simple but extraordinary characteristic, each
group’s membership is always completely new.The only exceptions were a handful of
repeat members in the first few decades and in the years following World War II.
Because each group starts fresh, it receives a heritage, but also the freedom to reflect
its own time and create its own identity, a freedom that may even encourage chal-
lenges to accepted tradition, like the use of guitars.These experiments may go out of
style or may occasionally become new traditions to be observed thereafter with rev-
erence. But the vitality of the music-making owes a considerable debt to the autono-
my of each group and the corresponding ability to discard the past and reinvent itself
and its music. . . time after time.

The sources of the Whiffenpoofs’ music begin with barbershop, a particularly
American type of four-part harmony that today is viewed as quaint. At the turn of
the 20th century, though, barbershop was a vibrant practice with a well-developed,
but often spontaneous structure. This spontaneity is underscored by the fact that
vocal arrangements sung prior to World War I were generally not written down.The
preface to Carmina Yalensia, an 1867 publication of songs sung at Yale, edited by

Ferdinand VD Garretson ’66, describes this practice, which continued well into the 20th
century:

The stranger who has been amused and entertained by the gusto with which our songs are
sung, has naturally wished to procure a collection of them; but his inquiries have hitherto been in vain,
as many of the tunes now, for the first time, presented to the public, had never been written or
arranged, but simply sung traditionally on the jolly occasions and festivals of college life. 9

Nearly a century later, Marshall
Bartholomew [1932.hh] was apoplectic
about the issue, entreating Fenno Heath
[1950.07], his successor as University
Glee Club director:

You haven’t lived long enough to realize, as
I do, how many of our best songs have gone into
oblivion simply because nobody took the trouble
to keep track of them. Even such favorites as
Shall I, Wasting in Despair and The Whiffen-
poof Song went for years without ever having
been written down on paper and were only res-
cued by Frank Goodale when he was preparing
material for the 1918 edition of the Yale Song
Book. 10

A fascinating characteristic of ‘the
songs we love so well’ is that many of
them, far from deriving from written
scores, belonged to an aural tradition
passed down by the rote teaching of
parts, while others featured free improvi-
sation around a melody according to sev-
eral organizing principles well understood
by performers of the time.To illustrate how both of these principles operated in the
music sung by the early Whiffenpoofs, it is important to view this practice not just from
the historical perspective of performance practice at the time, but also by way of the
music theory underlying a barbershop arrangement.

THE  PART--LEARNING  TRADITION
Into the history of music at turn-of-the-century Yale enters an individual with an

unexpected, but crucial background. Bill Hillman was an itinerant barber and letter car-
rier born in Tuscaloosa,Alabama in 1872 who made his way to New Haven in 1902. FW
(Fritz) Wiggin, president of the Glee Club, later recalled his experience in 1903-04 with
Hillman:

He had his own colored quartette and they indeed had power and volume. It was a treat to
hear them do verse and chorus of the church anthem Jerusalem replete with close harmony. . . 11

Wiggin goes on to describe Hillman’s ‘quick true ear’ and how he taught Wiggin
and other Yale students the parts of several songs that became popular :

There came from him the familiar version of June, A Youth One Day in a Garden. . .as well as
other so-called coon songs which used to be rendered at concerts by what was called the University
Quartet. 12

[Note: The term ‘coon song,’ offensive today, refers to a tradition of Black American (or
black-face) song that pervaded the popular American musical culture of the time,
including at Yale.]

Marshall Bartholomew personally recalls Hillman during his own undergraduate
years at Yale. He corroborates Hillman’s musical talent and influence, and attributes to
him the introduction to Yale of And When the Leaves [4:34], recorded by the Whiffen-
poofs of 1927. Philip H Collins ’08, a member of the Growlers, recalls that ’Zekial Saw
the Wheel was taught to his group by Bill Hillman and was ‘since dressed up and sung
by the Glee Club or the Whiffs or both.’ 13

In a letter to Bartholomew, Meade Minnigerode [1909.06.10.06] describes his con-
tact with Hillman beginning in 1906:

SENIORS CONVENE AT THEIR FENCE the campus  ca 19146

7 CARMINA YALENSIA note iconography 1867
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My first contact with him was in Freshman Year when I was in the Apollo Glee Club, and was
chosen for the Quartet. We went to Goat Fowler’s room in the Hutch on Crown St. and there was
Hillman to teach us some songs. He lined us up and then in each guy’s ear, line by line of the song,
he sang each part of the harmony with words. When we had one line of the song down pat he
went on to the next. Naturally his rhythm and phasing of the words were exactly the same for each
part, which made for excellent timing by the quartets he instructed. 14

Minnigerode’s recollection, hearkening back to a time several years before the
founding of the Whiffenpoofs, documents the introduction of songs new to Yale. It
also details a singing style characteristic of the Varsity Quartet and of the
Whiffenpoofs, who sprang from that group in 1909.

BARBERSHOP  SINGING  AS  AN  AURAL  TRADITION
It is no surprise that close-harmony singing was the well-spring of the

Whiffenpoofs’ earliest musical output. At a deeper level, however, it is important to
understand how the group might have actually performed in the days before World
War I, and why they might have found sufficient enjoyment in singing together to go
to the trouble of founding a group that would carry their vision into the future. James
L McClelland, in Of, By and For the People: A History of Barbershop Harmony, describes
the popular music milieu shortly after the turn of the 20th century:

When one wanted to enjoy music, he had to provide it for himself. He, therefore, learned to
play an instrument or was content to sing. It was natural for four men, all lovers of harmony, to
gather and produce some self-satisfying chords. In the days before financed school bands, music
teachers for every grade and a standard of living by which practically anyone with initiative can
afford some kind of music lessons, the musically inclined often learned by rote, rather than note.
‘Faking,’ the ability to sing or play by ear, often without any technical knowledge, was common
among professional as well as amateur musicians.Therefore, men developed a naturalness for the
use of the ‘ear.’ It was not difficult for four good woodshedders to ‘hear’ their parts, as it was not
difficult for a banjoist to accompany a ‘combo’ or a barber to accompany himself on a guitar. 15

How then does barbershop actually ‘work’? As an aural rather than a written
style, barbershop is based on a simple and logical structure permitting four separate
parts to combine in a coherent whole. Bartholomew comments:

Male quartet singing is a peculiarly American phenomenon. In Europe until the advent of
American male quartets, as in England with its fine tradition of madrigal and later glee club
singers, singing was ‘out of the book.’ I recall, for example, one summer day in Spreewald, an agri-
cultural region north of Berlin irrigated by a network of canals. A rowboat containing four German
students floated past and when it came into view I discovered that each one had his song book
in front of him as he was carefully singing from the notes. Such a thing could scarcely happen in
the United States. I recall also at Christmas time, 1910, when a quartet which had sung together
on the Yale Glee Club as undergraduates met, partly by happenstance and partly by previous plan-
ning [the members of the quartet were: Barty, Jim Howard ’09, Carl Lohmann ’10, and Bill
Cushing ’08]. In a quiet corner of a Paris restaurant, after dinner, we ventured to put our heads
together and began harmonizing. It caused a sensation. Other diners listened with rapt attention
and applauded enthusiastically; the proprietor offered us free drinks - on the house - and the
impromptu concert continued. 16

The ‘faking’ referenced in McClelland’s text is not limited to barbershop singing, but
is a technique found in other American aural traditions, such as bluegrass singing. In bar-
bershop of the kind performed by the early Whiffenpoofs, it reached a sophisticated
form that permitted variation each time a song was sung.

In the barbershop structure, each part fulfills a well-defined function, listed here in
the logical order that the ensemble would be built, beginning with the melody:

Melody - in the ‘lead,’ or second tenor part
Bass Line - in the second bass, generally in root position
Descant - in the first tenor, often paralleling the lead
Baritone - in the first bass, filling in the missing harmony note

To this quartet, a ‘rover,’ an individual with a freer improvisatory role, was com-
monly added.The importance of the rover becomes even more striking when we con-
sider the motivation the original Whiffenpoof group gave for meeting at Mory’s as a
group of five, rather than four singers. Carl Lohmann provides a vital clue to the need
for the added member:

Our quartet having plumbed the depths of four-part harmony decided to move on to the five-
part variety. . . 17

Howard’s own description of the 1909 Whiffenpoofs singing at Mory’s - although
difficult to imagine today - gives a tantalizing view of how this practice might actually
have come to life (See also the Hogans, v1.1908):

Many who enjoyed listening took to drop-
ping in for a meal or glass while we five poured
forth our souls in unrehearsed and often spon-
taneously-altered harmony. . .

Lohmann’s gorgeous bass. . . Minnigerode’s
effortless tenor. . . and the inventive genius of
Pomeroy, whose accurate ear and extraordi-
nary range enabled him to fill in a fifth part in
any passage which might be enriched by it,
were priceless assets. 18

It is likely, however, that the first
group’s ability to sing in five parts, born
out of the close musical collaboration
that these remarkable musicians discuss
freely, did not continue in succeeding
groups. While Minnigerode, Lohmann,
and Pomeroy sang a second year in the
Whiffs, graduating in 1910, it seems unlike-
ly that the 1911 group, featuring the bibu-
lous Edgar Montillion (Monty) Woolley
[1911.07], reached such heights.

BUILDING  BARBERSHOP  HARMONY
We can better understand the construction of barbershop harmony in vogue at

this time by analyzing, part by part, the original arrangement of Down in the Old Cherry
Orchard [1:01|4:01], a song written in 1907 and a Whiffenpoof favorite for over seven-
ty years. It is important to note here that this song was published in a piano-vocal for-
mat and therefore would most likely have been realized as a barbershop arrangement
without the use of a written four-part vocal score.

PART 1: MELODY Immediately, the unique characteristic that makes barbershop recog-
nizable even to an untrained ear becomes clear: the melody does not appear in the highest
voice, but in the second tenor part. Shall I,Wasting in Despair [2:13|4:39] and Mavourneen,
both mentioned in the text of The Whiffenpoof Song, are good examples of this structure,
as is the even better-known Aura Lee. The Whiffenpoof Song [1:31|2:27|3:35|4:40] is itself
a hybrid in which the melody ranges over the upper three parts.

There is a practical and an aesthetic reason for locating the melody in an internal
part. If the melody were placed in the highest voice, then the range of the four parts
together would become uncomfortably wide, or the melody would have to cross into

MINSTREL the campus ca 19128

NEWSPAPER CLIPPING 1930s9
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THE  EARLY  REPERTOIRE
We can appreciate the earliest Whiffenpoof repertoire through a number of vin-

tage recordings as well as written accounts.The 1915 recording of the Varsity Quartet
(though a Glee Club unit, they were the core of the Whiffenpoofs of that year) is a
remarkable source, not only for its age, but also for the quality of the singing and record-
ing technology. Digitally re-mastered selections from this recording are included on the
fourth CD of this set. Other than this recording, accounts of what Whiff groups actual-
ly sang during the first twenty years are rare, although the group’s close connection with
the Glee Club implies a commonality of material.As if to emphasize the strength of this
connection, the Glee Club issued a set of 78 rpm records in the mid-1940s that includes
the full chorus singing The Whiffenpoof Song under the direction of Marshall
Bartholomew. It was not until the 1960s that the Whiffenpoofs tapped significant num-
bers of singers who were not also members of the Glee Club.

A second historical source is the remarkable two-volume collection of Whiff Songs
assembled in 1948 by Bill Oler ’45m, affectionately called the Whiff Blue Book. This col-
lection of nearly two hundred arrangements includes all of the songs sung over the
prior fifteen-year period, plus certain earlier selections characterized by Dudley Miller
’43, in his Foreword to Volume II, as having ‘special merit.’

What then did the Whiffs sing in their first twenty-five years and under what con-
ditions? We know from contemporary accounts that groups before World War II per-
formed songs we can classify in three broadly-defined groups:

1 College songs, whether sung at Yale or having Yale as their theme;
2 Songs with Negro roots; and 
3 Vaudeville/Burlesque/Tin Pan Alley songs.

The earliest Whiff repertoire carried on the tradition of college songs, but of a
more substantial kind, as the songs chosen in the 1915 recording show - Beta Theta Pi,
Mother of Men [4:38], Wake, Freshmen,Wake [4:38] and Bright College Years [4:38].The
tradition of college songs was bolstered by the John Oxbridge Heald Prize, a competi-
tion held around the turn of the century for songs capturing the Yale spirit. Mother of
Men was the first and only winner, in 1907 (See v1.1907).

Songs with Yale themes were augmented by traditional college songs, some with
lyrics in Latin (Integer Vitae, Gaudeamus Igitur, and Amici [4:37]), as well as by ballads
drawn primarily from European sources (Mavourneen, Shall I, Wasting In Despair
[2:13|4:39], Drink To Me Only With Thine Eyes, Graceful and Easy, and Annie Laurie), and
by assorted sea chanteys, drinking songs, and patriotic airs. Highly popular among these 
songs were yodels (Matin Bell [4:32]) and whistling songs.These arrangements were

1915 VARSITY QUARTET L - R hartz . bostwick [1916.02] . jessup [1916.06] . lufkin12

PART 2: BASS LINE Next, the bass line defines the harmonic context. A singer can
easily extemporize this line, since most chords are sung in root position, as in hymn
singing. In the present example, this amounts to only two notes, G and C, corre-
sponding to the only two harmonies found in the first eight bars (see above). In fact,
many songs set in barbershop style exhibit a simple harmonic framework that lends
itself to an uncomplicated base line. Other barbershop settings embellish these basic
harmonies in inventive ways, creating the rich sound associated with straw hats and
striped blazers.

PART 3: DESCANT The first tenor part adds a line with a restricted range and typ-
ically less activity than the melody.

PART 4: BARITONE The baritone line
completes the quartet sound, often
adding the missing note in the chord
when two voices happen to sing the
same note (as occurs in the fourth bar).
Because the melody line in the second
tenor moves over a relatively wide range,
however, the baritone performs an addi-
tional role, that of switching vocal ranges
with the lead to complete the harmony.
For this reason, considerable crossing of
the middle two parts often occurs in bar-
bershop arrangements. There were
exceptions to the rule that baritones
were relegated to filling out harmonies,
however: Old Grey Bonnet [1:19], a popu-
lar four-part ballad recorded by the
Whiffenpoofs as early as 1938, features
the melody in the baritone part. In dis-
cussing quartet singing Bartholomew
quotes a sardonic but accurate source on
the role of the baritone:

When some character discovered that a well rounded fully packed chord contained four notes,
the baritone entered the picture. . . Being the last one in, he was handed the missing note that
nobody else could sing. . .The baritone is inspired to keep on with it only by the realization that the
quartet would sound incomplete without him. 19

Bartholomew, who graduated two years before the founding of the
Whiffenpoofs, contrasts the Glee Club practice of singing from written music with
the informal a capella singing of the early Whiffenpoofs:

Meanwhile, in singing for fun at Mory’s, Heublein’s and Tuttle’s, the barbershop method ruled
and the ‘close harmony’ characteristic of so-called American barbershop would be developed by
experimentation, regardless of conventional rules of harmony or counterpoint. 20

Thus, the music sung by the early Whiffenpoofs progressed from improvisation to
written arrangements in a style that continued without much change up until World
War II. From that point on, complex jazz harmonies began to enrich the close har-
mony associated with barbershop, opening the door to a dramatically new style of
arranging that Whiffenpoof arrangers gradually perfected in the following generations.

DOWN IN THE OLD CHERRY ORCHARD 1907
MHENRY LBRYAN A1WBB A2GIRDLER 1961.05 [A21:01|A14:01]

11

DOWN IN THE OLD CHERRY ORCHARD measures 1 - 8  [melody in red]10
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the middle parts. Aesthetically, barbershop harmony does not follow a ‘melody and
accompaniment’ regimen; in fact, its structure promotes greater emphasis on the con-
tribution of other parts to a distinctive overall blend and less emphasis on the melody
as a separately distinguishable line.



14 THIRTIETH WHIFFENPOOF REUNION mory's after-party . basil duke henning presiding  3 feb 1939

available in song books dating back a full fifty years prior to the first modern Yale song
book in 1918 (in which The Whiffenpoof Song was first published), each book claiming
to include songs popular on campus that had never been previously published.

Because songs drawn from Yale song books were the standard fare of the Whiffs
until a repertoire of arrangements written specifically for the group could accumulate,
the Whiffenpoofs of the 1910s and 1920s could rightly be considered an extension of
the Glee Club. Basil Duke Henning ’32, former Whiff, professor of history at Yale, and
namesake of the Duke’s Men singing group, commented on this connection in a ‘Yale
Reports’ radio broadcast on March 9, 1958, in answer to a question about whether the
purpose of early singing groups was singing for fun:

Oh, entirely.We would meet each Monday night at a table at Mory’s and sing to amuse 
ourselves, then we would go out, if the weather was fine, and serenade the Freshmen. At that time
we were also singing entirely songs out of the Yale song book; we had none of the fancier arrange-
ments that have come into being since.We would sometimes go to girls’ colleges and serenade, but
there again, we were singing pretty standard stuff: And I doubt very much if my group could - it cer-
tainly didn’t - sing the kind of thing you now hear in the fifties - a song like this, for example [excerpt
from Bermuda Buggy Ride [4:10] - 1952 Whiffenpoofs], or the even more elaborate arrangement
Summertime (excerpt from Summertime - 1952 Whiffenpoofs). 21

Along with the college and popular
songs, the repertoire relied heavily on
Negro songs in arrangements that range
from evocations of a peculiarly American
folk heritage to race parodies that are
offensive to modern sensibilities, but
which were the stock in trade of minstrel
shows from the 19th century and of their
successor, vaudeville. Negro dialect played
an important part in these settings and
themes were often racy. Songs like Ken-
tucky Babe appear relatively innocuous,
while songs like Get You a Kitchen Mech-
anic, Rufus Rastus Johnson Brown, and Tear
It Down play on racial stereotypes that
were commonly accepted at the time.

Related but wholly different in spirit
were Negro spirituals, sung by both the
Whiffenpoofs and the Glee Club. Marshall
Bartholomew was instrumental in bring-
ing these songs to light; his De Old Ark’s a
Moverin’ and Humble were arrangements
sung by the Whiffenpoofs exemplifying

the most haunting essence of this musical tradition.Two songs of a similar nature appear
on the 1915 Whiff recording, Roll Dem Bones and When Pa [4:36], the latter an original
composition by Elmore McNeill Bostwick, Glee Club president and Whiffenpoof.

In the 1930s the traditional college repertoire began to share the spotlight with a
newer, but not necessarily current, type of music: vaudeville and burlesque.These set-
tings exhibited a nostalgic character that hearkened back to innocent times before
World War I.The settings were cast in barbershop style and the lyrics concentrated on
romance, but of a quaint kind that, even in those days, must have seemed almost camp.
Examples of this type (which are seemingly obliged to begin with the word ‘Down’)
include: Down By the Old Mill Stream, 1910; Down in the Old Cherry Orchard [1:01|4:01],
1907; Down Among the Sheltering Palms, 1915; and Way Down in My Heart [4:28], 1904.

Not all songs sung by the early Whiffenpoofs fell into these categories, however.
One notable exception, Velia [4:22], comes directly from operetta - a now famous
work by Franz Lehar, The Merry Widow, that premiered in New York in 1907, only two
years before the founding of the group.The following letter from James Howard to
Marshall Bartholomew validates the importance of this song and explains its revival
for the fiftieth anniversary reunion.

I’m glad to know that this year’s Whiffenpoofs are such a good group.That encourages me to
push a request about which I wrote to George Vaill some time ago, that the 1959 Whiffenpoofs revive,
at least for the anniversary celebration, two or three of ‘the songs we love so well’ which have entirely

dropped out of sight. Two are arrangements of mine, one made originally for the Growlers at their
request: The Sleepy Canal from Miss Hook of Holland; and Velia from The Merry Widow. Both
were great favorites at Whiffenpoof gatherings in 1909. The third is Dudley Buck’s arrangement of
Annie Laurie, which was sung by the Glee Club in 1908-09, I think, and which our quartet, who later
became the Whiffenpoofs, sang the following year wherever we went. (See v1.1959) 22

Another song with surprising roots is Mavourneen. Together
with Shall I,Wasting, this was one of the two songs celebrated in
the 1909 Whiffenpoof Song lyrics as ‘the songs we love so well.’
Now assumed by all to be a traditional Irish ballad, Mavourneen
is, in fact, the tag for Barney O’Flynn from Babes in Toyland, written
by Victor Herbert only six years earlier in 1903.Together, Velia and
Mavourneen show a different, more contemporary aspect of the
Whiffenpoof repertoire, influenced by the musical theatre of the
day and promptly transforming new songs into classics.

Perhaps the truest indication of the character and variety of singing that took place
in the early years is the report given by Carl Lohmann to James Howard, who had been
unable to attend the 30th anniversary party in 1939 (See v1.1939). Here is one founding
father recounting the evening’s festivities to another, drawing on a perspective informed
by years of service as the Secretary of the University.

The party was a good one, no speeches, an abundance of sentiment and constant song. About
115 came. . . Thanks to Basil Henning’s skillful job as master of ceremonies, we carried on for several
hours singing just one song at a time. Many old favorites (and some new to me) come up for air.
Tommy Hewes whistled The Yellow Bird in perfect pitch. Beebe produced a ballad in the original
Icelandic - magnificent. Later came Songs of Araby. Johnny Winterbotham did Joe Cawthorne’s story
of capturing the Whiffenpoof in Cawthorne dialect. Lanny Ross was on hand, there were three or four
yodelers. Paul Sterrett ’28 produced a symphonic ensemble from a ukulele; the Howard twins played
the piano; Pres Bush’s quartet (Bush ’17, Kimball ’22, Dole ’23, Spofford ’24) shared first honors of the
evening with the present undergraduate Whiffenpoofs. About half past eleven we moved to Mory’s
where the party was still going with a couple of quartets in each room when Hewes and Roome came
home with me at about two in the morning.We wish you could have been there. 23

Although vintage Whiff groups did not perform with ukuleles, the use of whistling and
yodeling is authentic and represents a tradition that carried forward past World War II.

RUFUS RASTUS JOHNSON BROWN 1905
MVON TILZER LSTERLING AMILLER 1943.09
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There is, moreover, no mystery about how well the earliest Whiff groups sang.
Ironically, we can authenticate the quality of singing from the group’s founding until
the late 1920s in a way that is not possible for groups from the 1930s, there being only
one surviving recording of a group between 1931 and 1942. Specifically:

These recordings are not just a valuable historical source; they document a true
‘golden age’ that can now be appreciated with the assistance of audio technology. In
fact, the recording of The Whiffenpoof Song [4:40] from 1928 rivals the performance
of any of the modern groups.

AN  ALTER  EGO
The preceding description deals with the purely musical aspects of the group in

its first twenty-five years. To judge the group on this evidence alone, however, is to
deny it a curiously pivotal role in college life between the wars.

References to Whiff events in the campus press portray an extroverted group
more than willing to don costumes and perform in vaudeville fashion at various Yale
events. Chief among these was the annual half-time performance at the Yale-Brown
football game, a tradition begun famously in 1910 (See v1.1910) and continued inter-
mittently for over two decades.There was singing, but it was not featured during these
appearances - before the advent of the microphone and in the Yale Bowl filled with
upwards of 70,000 fans. In fact, these images complete a portrait of a group with a
divided persona, one aspect of which was epitomized by dinner at Mory’s every
Monday night and the other which was essentially theatrical. At this time, enthusiasm
for campus events, camaraderie with fellow students, and a highly refined tongue-in-
cheek attitude pervaded school life. Into this setting the Whiffenpoofs fit perfectly, as
the Yale Daily News records in 1921 and 1922:

WHIFFENPOOFS IN FORM FOR ANNUAL LAWN PARTY Inspired by the Pilgrims’
Tercentenary Celebration, the Whiffenpoofs will defy all precedents in their production to be offered
between the halves of the Brown game this afternoon, by Whiffing and Poofing up to the best tra-
ditions of their ancient and honorable order, according to a statement issued by the Imperial Lizard
yesterday.The costumes used in this production, if laid end to end, would reach from Schenectady to
Syracuse. . . OCD 19 oct 1921

DUE TO SMALL GATE RECEIPTS
. . .In a quandary and frantically groping for

some effective method by which to cope with
the situation, the best brains of the Yale Athletic
Association have been closeted in their offices
night and day, and seven days out of the week.
Finally the plan was hit upon of asking an
undergraduate organization to stage a vaude-
ville act on the field between the halves of the
game. This feature, it was thought, would be
sufficiently alluring to tempt the jaded palates
of the theatre-maniacs. Consequently, a careful
study of the various student organizations was
made, and the task was finally bestowed on
the Whiffenpoofs, as they were thought to be
the closest approach to a cheap Chautauqua
Troupe. OCD 4 nov 1922

Costumes played a prominent role on
campus well into the 1940s. Almost every
undergraduate organization had an annu-
al costume event, and campus-wide
events requiring costumes were frequent.
Alumni wore elaborate and costly cos-
tumes to reunion events until the sober-
ing reality of World War II and the war economy killed the practice. (See v1.1942)
Appropriately, the lone vestige of this tradition at Yale today resides in the Whiffenpoofs,
whose Tap Night tradition in the spring still requires the outgoing group to dress in out-
landish garb. Early Yale Daily News reports of costume events are frequent and always
tongue-in-cheek.

THE BIGGEST PARTY OF THE YEAR To say that yesterday’s annual celebration of Omega
Lambda Chi was a success would be altogether too mild an expression. . . At 4 o’clock more or less
costumed and more or less dignified Seniors appeared to support their favorites in the bloody battle
between the fair Whiffenpoofs and the fierce Mohicans.When the News went to press Umpire Linder
still refused to make public the official score, both sides claiming victory. OCD 14 may 1912

The Whiffs did not confine their antics to the Brown game; they were also regulars
at other campus events. Newsworthy in 1928 was a relay race held in the new Coxe
cage featuring the Whiffenpoofs and a group of Yale co-eds (from the Yale School of
Nursing). In addition, the following excerpt from the Yale Daily News describes a 1923
swimming meet that included Johnny Weismuller :

17 THE FAIR WHIFFENPOOFS [EN TUTUS] VS THE FIERCE MOHICANS louis linder, umpire-in-charge 13 may 1912

ASSAULT OF THE WHIFFENPOOFS left cole porter [1913.06] as pavlowa 9 NOV 191215
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1909 Bartholomew and members of the original Whiffs testify to the talents
of the original singers (ie, those in the Varsity Quartet). 24

1913 None other than Cole Porter recalls that, unlike the Glee Club, his 1913
Whiffenpoof group was respectable. ‘I was in the choir, and what a rotten
choir it was, and the Glee Club.That was rotten too.Yes, I was a Whiffenpoof,
and we were reasonably good.’ 25

1915, 1927, and 1928 Recordings reproduced in this set demonstrate the skill
of these groups.The attention to blend is obvious, even with only four voic-
es singing, as in their 1915 recording. [NOTE Future professional singer and
radio star Lanny Ross sang in both the 1927 and 1928 groups.] 

THE RE-MURDER OF ROSENTHAL 9 nov 191216



WEISMULLER FEATURED IN INTRA-MURAL MEET In all probability Carnegie Pool will
be the scene of another record-breaking performance to-night when Johnny Weismuller, the aquatic
marvel of the Illinois Athletic Club, attempts to lower his time of five minutes and eight seconds for
the 440-yard swim.This will be the main attraction of the novel Intra-Mural Meet, and comes sixth
on a program composed of everything from a nightgown and candle race to an exhibition by that
mysterious organization of mirthful songsters, the Whiffenpoofs. . .The next to last event will be the
Whiffenpoof exhibition.While nothing definite is known regarding their plans, it is rumored that they
will race against time, the odds on Wall Street being five to three in their favor.

YDN 6 mar 1923

The image of the Whiffenpoofs that these theatrical reviews suggest is separate
from any musical role they might have played.This is not to demean their musical con-
tributions for, as noted above, the performances captured in the recordings of the 1915,
1927, and 1928 groups display considerable proficiency and sensitivity. But even though
the Whiffenpoofs in these early decades did introduce an occasional song or two, eg,
When Pa, musical innovation had not yet come into vogue, and they did not focus on
songs unique to the group.Their primary repertoire consisted of traditional and well-
known Yale songs any number of other established or ad hoc groups, including the Glee
Club, might have sung.The group thus became known for its public relations mastery
as much as for its singing at Mory’s, as the following 1924 article records:

SPECTACULAR PROGRAM IN STORE FOR THOSE WHO COME OUT TO THE BOWL
TO-DAY FOOTBALL WILL BE AN ADDED ATTRACTION The university is cordially invited to attend
the annual exhibition of the Whiffenpoofs, which this year will be staged upon a scale even more
stupendously gigantic than last year’s record-shattering outburst. The Whiffenpoofs, in offering their
production glorifying the immortal spirit of American youth, guarantee absolutely that no buildings or
dormitories will be constructed during the performance. (For the subtext, see v1.1924)

OCD 25 oct 1924

As time went on, the group gradually built a library of its own arrangements that
was finally collected in the Whiff Blue Book in the 1940s.These songs were far from
being progressive. Even so, it was the infectious spirit that characterized the perfor-
mance of these familiar numbers that was most important.

POPULARIZATION  OF  THE  WHIFFENPOOF  SONG
While the Whiffenpoofs were establishing themselves as a Yale institution, The

Whiffenpoof Song was taking on a life of its own. Even before the Whiffenpoofs were
founded, the song, as Gentlemen-Rankers after Kipling, was familiar at Yale and other col-
lege campuses, but became a nationwide favorite because of the prominence Rudy
Vallée gave it on his radio program, The Fleischmann Hour, in 1936.The song was identi-
fied with Yale through Vallée, but grew in popularity to such a degree that the US Air
Corps adopted it as its unofficial theme song (as Gentlemen Flyers).

After the war, The Whiffenpoof Song was featured by Metropolitan Opera baritone
Robert Merrill on his own radio program, in a recording, and in his stage performances.
Merrill attempted to cultivate a relationship with the Whiffs, driven perhaps by his
awareness that the Whiffenpoofs had granted honorary group status to an earlier Met
baritone of equal fame, Lawrence Tibbett, in 1934.This event is described in The Squawk,
a 1948 newsletter of the University Glee Club:

Recently three representatives of the Robert Merrill recording of The Whiffenpoof Song bid
siege on the group during a Tuesday rehearsal. One was a short, dark fat little man who spouted
superlatives with fantastic rapidity.When the Whiffs refused to make Merrill an honorary member or
to have his picture taken with them around their table at Mory’s, this man, Merrill’s manager, went
over their heads to see the Yale University Secretary, Mr ‘Caesar’ Lohmann - himself a former Whiff
and thoroughly instilled with conservative Whiffenpoof and Yale traditions.The little manager must have
bounced hard as he left the Secretary’s office - his crowning remark having been: ‘Mr. Lohmann, this
will be a supercolossal opportunity. Should Yale endorse our promotion program for our recording, sir,
we’ll put Yale on the map.’ 26

The nationwide popularity of The Whiffenpoof Song spawned many spin-offs and
promotional ventures, including (as reported in a 1947 newsmagazine): a Whiffenpoof
Room in Manhattan’s Henry Hudson Hotel; costume jewelry, blouses, and belts; and a
Whiffenpoof cocktail developed by an Albany bartender - ‘One Whiff and Poof.’

A New Haven newspaper, The Herald, ran a contest in 1948 offering a $25 prize for
the best definition of a Whiffenpoof in twenty-five words or less (the winning entry is
lost). However, results of a 1947 request for various artists to provide concepts of what
‘the elusive Whiffenpoof looks like’ survive and are shown below. 27

18 WHIFFENPOOF FUNERAL Owing to the unfavorable criticism elicited by the Whiffenpoof celebrations in past years, the College authorities have requested that the parade be given up in the future. the yale bowl 7 nov 1915

THE LAST WHIFFENPOOF PARADE 9 NOV 191219 THE ELUSIVE WHIFFENPOOF 194720
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Final testimony to the ubiquitous popularity of The Whiffenpoof Song were car-
toons in The Saturday Evening Post, The New Yorker 28 and other magazines, which
assumed the reader’s familiarity with the song.

Over the years, The Whiffenpoof Song
has been recorded by a range of artists
as broad as the imagination can grasp -
from Robert Merrill to Elvis Presley.A sur-
vey of MP3s available on the Internet
offers performances by Rudy Vallée, Bing
Crosby, Louis Armstrong, Count Basie and
The Mills Brothers, Glenn Miller with the
Modernaires, Jo Stafford and The Pied
Pipers, Fred Waring and the Pennsylva-
nians, Mitch Miller, Ray Connif, Pete
Fountain, The Norman Luboff Choir, The
Four Lettermen, Cal Tjader, Kai Winding
and J J Johnson,The Sons of the Pioneers,
and The Statler Brothers. It has also played

a prominent role in the movies, including Winged Victory (George Cukor, 1944), Twelve
O’Clock High (Henry King, 1949) and Monkey Business (Howard Hawkes, 1952).

RUDY VVALLÉE
Any account of the popularization of The Whiffenpoof Song must include Rudy

Vallée, the inventor of the ‘crooning’ vocal style and thorn in the side of Yale singing for
decades. Much maligned over the years, Vallée was indisputably responsible for the
worldwide appeal of The Whiffenpoof Song and for a measure of the renown the group
holds to this day. As a result of his entanglements in a copyright suit involving The
Whiffenpoof Song that extended for approximately thirty years, however, he willingly
forfeited any claim he might have made to being a favorite son of Yale, as were much
revered bandleader Ben Cutler ’26, and singer Lanny Ross ’28. Not that such a mantle
would have pleased him in the first place. In correspondence with Carl Lohmann, then

Secretary of Yale University, Vallée
showed his disdain for the kind of people
associated with this elitist institution by
referring to them as ‘an aristocratic group
of students, a group of young men who. . .
would appropriate unto itself the name
‘Whiffenpoofs’ and arrogantly assume
complete ownership thereof.’ 29

The furor over the copyright of The 
Whiffenpoof Song arose when Miller
Music Co, a New Haven publisher, noted
the popularity that had grown out of
Vallée’s having sung The Whiffenpoof Song
on his weekly radio program and decid-
ed in 1936 to pursue publication of the
song in a form more accessible to a
broad audience. G Schirmer Inc had pub-
lished the song in 1928 and 1934 in Songs
of Yale, an anthology in which some of the
songs were copyrighted but others, like
The Whiffenpoof Song, considered tradi-
tional college fare of interest principally
to an audience of current and former
Yale students, were not.

Vallée’s keen ear for a tune with appeal to the general public, mirroring his previ-
ous popularization (and copyrighting) of the Stein Song of Maine, made publication in
piano-vocal score rather than a four-part male chorus setting a sensible step.
According to Vallée, Miller Music approached him to create such an arrangement and
secured rights to the music from the sister of Tod Galloway (Amherst ’85) and to the
lyrics from Meade Minnigerode and George Pomeroy, the 1909Whiffenpoofs who had
adapted Kipling’s Gentlemen-Rankers to suit their own needs for a signature tune for

the new group. 30 Vallée’s contribution was advertised as a ‘revision,’ but amounted to no
more than transcribing the four-part setting to a traditional piano-vocal scoring, modify-
ing passing harmonies only slightly in the process. Even Marshall Bartholomew mistaken-
ly considered Vallée’s work to have been more substantial (he thought Vallée had
changed the duple meter of the verse to triple meter). For better or worse, none of
these three parties - those assuming ownership of the words, music, or arrangement of
the song - had what a dispassionate
observer might consider to be a valid
claim. But to be fair to Minnigerode (a
scholar and minor novelist) and Pomeroy,
whose joint ‘release’ of their adaptation of
the words of Kipling’s Gentlemen-Rankers
in part sparked the fire, the issue at hand
at first seemed of little consequence.
Minnigerode’s own words in a letter to
Caesar Lohmann explain his action:

As far as Vallée’s use of the song, I don’t
know on what grounds George Pomeroy and I
could very well have refused our permission as
authors of the words.The publishers were secur-
ing permissions from the estate of the compos-
er of the music [believed at that time to be
Galloway], and from the Kipling Estate, and our
insignificant share in the creation of the total
composition did not seem to me to warrant any
high hat refusal to release the words - as adapt-
ed from Kipling’s Gentlemen-Rankers. Person-
ally, I was surprised that anyone would want the
song for commercial purposes. 31

Galloway, having died in 1935, was ultimately supplanted by a Harvard man, Guy
Hamilton Scull ’98 as the tune’s true composer - to the extent that the term can prop-
erly be used when appropriating, even though unconsciously, a known Negro spiritual.

As Bartholomew points out vividly in his unpublished draft of Music at Yale, the
‘mechanization’ of music through phonograph recording and radio broadcasting gener-
ated a sudden interest in financial and legal matters. What had been for Yale under-
graduates a purely intramural musical pursuit became a treasure trove for radio and
motion picture interests. It is therefore understandable that Minnigerode and Pomeroy
could have taken for granted their right to a source borrowed not for financial gain, but
as a diversion in their formative college years.And although Miller Music’s copyright was
secured by paying Minnigerode and Pomeroy among others, Rudy Vallée’s own recol-
lection was that Miller sought and gained the permission of the Kipling estate to pub-
lish. 32 Carl Lohmann’s attitude toward Vallée was characteristically direct: ‘the propriety
of your attempt to profit by this song, which was published in the Yale Song Book, is
indeed questionable.’ 33

Ultimately, Schirmer was granted the right to publish The Whiffenpoof
Song in the 1953 edition of Songs of Yale, thanks to the generous involve-
ment of Vallée himself. The irony of this gesture is exceeded only by
Vallée’s explanation of his motivation for popularizing the song:

I am not trying to excuse my willingness to cooperate in seeing it published as a commercial
song. I wish it could have been a sweeping favorite. I would like to have seen it, if only for a month,
form a part of the hearts and minds of the music loving public, to make their lives less dull and dis-
mal, to be whistled by the working man during his humble toil, to be hummed by the housewife dur-
ing her toiling day, to make an evening under the stars or in a hot café musically more enjoyable,
yes, even to entice the dancing feet of millions! Surely there is no crime in giving the world something
it might enjoy, if only for a day! It is the height of selfishness to wish to keep jealously unto one's self
a work of art that might give enjoyment to millions. Is that not contradictory to all for which Yale
University has stood since its inception? 34

Vallée offered to give royalties to the Yale Alumni Fund, leading to two bequests
totaling only about a thousand dollars.When Vallée did not receive the expression of
gratitude he expected, he withdrew his pledge to donate to Yale any further financial
gains from The Whiffenpoof Song.

‘We are poor little lambs who have lost our way. Baa, baa, baa. . .’21

THE WHIFFENPOOF SONG 1936 [1:31|2:27|3:35|4:40]
REVISION BY RUDY VALLÉE © MILLER MUSIC CORP

22

23 THE WHIFFENPOOF SONG monkey business 1952
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A QQUESTION OOF SSIZE
Beginning in the 1930s, two important Whiffenpoof trends gradually took hold: the

groups became larger and their arrangements became more complex. Although one
might think that the increase in size was a response to the increasing complexity of the
music, in fact, the gradual increase in group size preceded musical complexity.The fol-
lowing graph shows the number of members in the Whiffs (including a few ‘managers’
and other non-singing members, but excluding honorary members) from 1909 until
1949, when the size of the group stabilized at twelve to fourteen. 36

During World War II, the group was reduced to a single member and temporarily
dissolved, was reconvened, and then dissolved again. Governance of the dormant tradi-
tion was supervised by graduate Whiffenpoofs, including University Secretary and
Whiffenpoof founder Carl Lohmann.The spikes in the early 1920s and late 1940s are the
result of veteran Whiffs returning from military service.

It is clear that shortly after its founding the group escalated
to eight or more individuals. Interestingly, however, a larger
group was not required to sing arrangements performed in the
1930s. Of the ninety-two songs preserved in the earlier volume
of Bill Oler’s Songs of the Whiffenpoofs, only two songs use more
than four parts and only ten represent solos with four-part
accompaniment. All of these arrangements were added after
1940.Therefore, the size of the group increased to twelve or so
in the late 1930s not for the purpose of performing a more
complex brand of singing, but for other reasons, perhaps relating to producing a richer
blend or simply for the fellowship a larger group offered.

In a letter to Jerred Blanchard, pitchpipe of the then current Whiffenpoofs of 1939,
Carl Lohmann expressed his views about the inflation in group numbers, thinking back
surely on his own experience in the first Whiffenpoof groups:
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Recrimination for appropriating a Yale icon dogged Vallée throughout the remain-
der of his life. He was accused in print of not having actually graduated from Yale (he
left school for one year and graduated in 1927) and of having copyrighted the song
(that was done by Miller Music, not Vallée). In the end, continuing ill will, compound-
ed by copyright disagreements, hardened his opinion of his alma mater, as revealed
first in this 1969 letter :

Certain pukey snobs. . . have always resented my presenting the song to the world for what-
ever enjoyment the world's HUMAN BEINGS might have in singing it and enjoying instrumental
and vocal renditions of it!

Although some of the Whiffenpoofs (a SELF ELECTED GROUP) were not wealthy (Lanny Ross
(See 1928 album notes) was one of the poorer ones) they did display a supercilious superiority to
the rest of us louts and it must really kill them as they contemplate the fact that a NON-MEMBER
with NO VOCAL TRAINING WHATSOEVER could become, one year after graduating, a SINGING
SENSATION and continue to make hundreds of phonograph records and BECOME A STAR IN
RADIO AND OTHER FACETS OF SHOW BUSINESS. . . 35

This attitude is demonstrated in an
even more vitriolic and profane letter
(which he dared the Alumni Magazine to
print) containing the following lines:

You and your God Damn YELLOW JOUR-
NALISM ! ! ! ! I could VOMIT on you and the
Whiffenpoofs for their resentment at my bringing
the song to the world! 36

In hindsight, the relationship between
Vallée and Bartholomew is an interesting
study in contrasts - Vallée the conten-
tious self-promoter and Bartholomew the
avuncular academic. When Vallée tried
out for the Apollo Glee Club in the fall of
his junior year, none other than Bartho-
lomew advised him that his was only an
average baritone voice, and that he would
be better advised to direct his energies
toward the Band. Vallée was an accom-
plished saxophonist and led the Yale
Marching Band (which he describes as
having eighty members) at the Yale Bowl.

Then, when litigation over The Whiffenpoof Song threatened, Bartholomew assumed an
active advisory role on Yale’s behalf, and yet he maintained a cordial, even warm corre-
spondence with Vallée over a number of years. Ironically, he later reproached himself for
so readily and naively giving the sheet music of The Whiffenpoof Song to Vallée for use
on The Fleischmann Hour radio program, failing to anticipate how he was unwittingly
contributing to the ‘commercialization’ of the Whiffenpoofs that he so passionately
warned against in later years.

24

‘. . . Sing the Whiffenpoof assembled. . .’

THE WHIFFENPOOF SONG miller music corp 194425

YALE CHEERLEADERS right bandleader rudy vallée  ca 1926

WHIFFENPOOF GROUP SIZE BY YEAR 1909 - 194926

27
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Whether because of Lohmann’s urging or for other reasons, the 1940 Whiffenpoofs
only had ten members and that group tapped a 10-man group for the following year, 1941.

I understand that the Whiffenpoofs may
elect twelve successors this spring, and that these
twelve are not unlikely to add a few more to their
number next fall. I am sorry to hear this because
I believe a total of twelve members is as many as
the organization should have. Sometimes I won-
der if that number isn’t too many. The intimate
associations which grow up in the Whiffenpoofs
will surely disappear if the number grows larger;
meetings and rehearsals with every member pre-
sent will be increasingly difficult to arrange.And it
is upon these meetings with every member pre-
sent that the charm of Whiffenpoof singing rests.
You become so familiar with what the other fel-
low is going to do that attack, tempo and pitch
become instinctive. I hope your outfit will not
increase in number and make the securing of this
unanimous consent too difficult. 37



THE DDEATH OOF QQUARTET SSINGING
A significant change in the character of the songs sung by the Whiffs took place

following World War II. More worldly, liberated, and cynical post-war students had an
increased interest in realistic, even suggestive themes, compared to the nostalgic
‘Moon-June’ and happy-college-days orientation of earlier informal singing at Yale.This
trend followed an overall decline in barbershop singing nationally (SPEBSQSA - the
Society for the Preservation and Encouragement of Barber Shop Quartet Singing in
America - was not founded until 1938).True to its continuing character of not being in
the vanguard of changing styles, however, the Whiffs absorbed this new musical current
only gradually (as Duke Henning documented on the ‘Yale Reports’ radio broadcast
referenced above). The contrast between advancing musical tastes and the tradition
that the Whiffs represented, demonstrated by quartet singing, thus became an issue for
the group and those alumni whose image of the Whiffs was rooted in earlier times.

Marshall Bartholomew devoted considerable attention to
the demise of quartet singing at Yale in his writings. He gave
credit to later singing groups (especially those in the 1940s and
1950s) for the growing sophistication of their musical idiom, but
clearly set out the position that quartet singing is nevertheless
an art worthy of preservation.To encourage the continued cul-
tivation of barbershop he founded the Yale Quartet Contest in
1948, which proved to be an anachronism and died out shortly
after its creation. He bemoaned this end in a bittersweet way:

At Yale the out and out male quartet tradition seems definitely and finally to be giving way to
the larger group.The quartet contest of old has degenerated at Yale to such an extent that the rules
and regulations have been facetiously interpreted as follows: 38

Despite his devotion to barbershop, Bartholomew saw the post-war changes in
Whiff singing and repertoire as an intensely positive evolution, coining a new term to
describe the emerging style:

Even the traditional barbershop has long since given way to a more sophisticated kind of infor-
mal singing - we might call it educated barbershop - with any number from eight to twelve taking
the place of the original four. It is a real discipline for these informal groups as they perform today.
As the result of a better grounding in music and the advantages of a better musical education before
coming to Yale, the arrangements are not so stereotyped as in the old days.The harmonies, counter-
point and rhythms are involved and original, and perhaps the most important thing of all is the inten-
sive rehearsing that the better of these groups undergo. Some of the organizations rehearse almost
every day and even get together before college opens for a week or two of preliminary work. The
songs they choose are still very much on the popular side but the performance is frequently expert,
elaborate and difficult. The old four-part singing is more frequently than not eight and ten parts. 39

[NOTE His comment about eight - and ten -part harmony probably should not be taken too lit-
erally.The number of parts rarely exceeded six.]

Bartholomew was not alone in his regret over losing touch with the past.Yale alum-
ni had long exerted an influence toward continuation of the music they had experi-
enced during their college years. This influence was not inconsequential in the early
years because the Glee Club Christmas tours, during which the Whiffenpoofs per-
formed as a part of the Glee Club program, catered specifically to alumni organizations
around the country. Connections with alumni formed at these times were considered
an important part in a Yale senior’s prospects for future employment.

As indirect as this influence on the
type of music sung might have been, it
was indicative of a train of thought epito-
mized by the Silver Dollar Quartet,
formed by a group of alumni in 1922 and
continuing to perform vintage barbershop
up to and beyond the Whiffenpoof 50th
anniversary gathering in 1959. The quar-
tet’s performance of Silver Dollar at the
celebration dinner is selection 4:21. The
group’s members were Charles Dole ’23,
Richard Kimball ’22, Charles Spofford ’24,
and Prescott Bush ’17, a US Senator from
Connecticut, brother of a Whiffenpoof,
father of two Whiffenpoofs and a US
President, and grandfather of another US
President).

Reflecting on a change that seems
less than revolutionary today, but which
represented the long-standing sentiment
of many of his contemporaries, Dole him-
self commented to the ‘Yale Record’ in or
around 1923:

What has happened to singing at Yale?. . .The days when interclass singing existed have depart-
ed, when Seniors during the warm spring months gathered on their fence, the Juniors on theirs, and
swapped song after song.

He concluded:

The war helped a lot to kill this interest and it is a hard thing to revive in this day of Hot Lips
and Three O’clock in the Morning. 40

THE SILVER DOLLAR QUARTET 41
bush [1917.02] . spofford [1924.07] . kimball [1922.04] . dole [1923.03]29

28 SENATOR PRESCOTT BUSH [1917.02]
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PERSONNEL A quartet should consist of four men.We recommend that you start with three
- almost any three you can get. Your first four won’t last in any case. By the time you have
rehearsed once or twice, one member will have been absorbed into the baseball squad, or will
develop chronic laryngitis or go on general warning and you’ll never see him again. A second
might turn out to be a soloist.

Don’t try for good voices - you might get one. If you do, the chances are that this expert will
either show the rest of you up or disturb the blend (see ‘blend’ below). If he does neither of these
things he will probably be stolen from you by some other quartet. If you wind up with four good
voices, you are still worse off.Then you are not a quartet at all, but have become an institution.

Don’t insist upon getting a first tenor, second tenor, baritone and bass.This is the coward’s way
out. Better to have a baritone sing bass, or a second tenor sing baritone, and so forth, and your
chance for a blend that will be unique is not only better but yo will have spicy discussions regard-
ing the key you should sing your piece in.This makes for strong character and a broader musi-
cal education.

THE LAST CHORD You will probably find that there never was a composer or arranger
capable of writing an ending good enough for your quartet.You may, therefore, wish to provide
your own ending.We recommend for this purpose an unresolved chord in which every one sings
at least a half-tone above his range. This gives the impression of extreme effort and extreme
accomplishment.

You should also acquire a pitchpipe.That will give you something to throw back at the audience
in case the audience begins to throw something at you.
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MAKING SSENSE OOF EEVOLVING MMUSICAL SSTYLES
Measured from year to year, the music of the Whiffenpoofs has changed almost

imperceptibly. Even so, certain styles typified different time periods and, without over-
simplifying, we can distinguish three separate stylistic periods:

1909-1949 BARBERSHOP STYLE

Songs in 4 parts 
Relatively few solos
Musical sources - vaudeville, burlesque, college songs, spirituals

1950-1969  JAZZ STYLE

Songs in up to 5-6 parts
High proportion of solos 
Musical sources - musical comedy, traditional songs

1970-2003 DIVERSE STYLE

Songs in up to 5-6 parts
High proportion of solos
Musical sources - folk/rock, musical comedy, soul

The Whiffenpoofs continued to perform some barbershop-style songs into the
1950s and later, but these tended to be either upbeat novelty items, notably old chest-
nuts rendered almost tongue-in-cheek (Slide Trombone [4:14]; Mandy [3:32]; My Cutie’s
Due [4:08]; Strike Up the Band [4:17]) or songs written by David Lippincott ’49 (Daddy
is a Yale Man [2:12|3:34]; We’re Saving Ourselves For Yale [4:14]; Cruisin’ Around [4:06]).
Throughout his undergraduate career, Lippincott wrote musical comedies for produc-

tion on the campus. One show, Button,
Button, featured Whiffenpoofs as charac-
ters in the drama (See v1.1947).These pro-
ductions introduced a number of songs
that Whiffenpoof members subsequently
arranged for performance by the group,
not all of which were ever recorded. One
song, The Girl With the Off-Center Navel,
was reported to have scandalized a Ber-
muda audience (See v1.1949). In the clev-
erness of his lyrics and the facility of his
melodic writing, Lippincott is reminiscent
of a Whiffenpoof thirty-six years his senior,
Cole Porter.

The transition between barbershop
and jazz styles took place rapidly follow-
ing WW II.The 1950s featured many tal-
ented arrangers whose musical skill and
contemporary taste led to the highly
refined sound that emerged in the 1960s.
Arrangers like Fenno Heath ’49 (Septem-
ber Song [3:31]), Ed Wolff ’50 (Yesterdays),
Schuyler Hamilton ’53 (When My Sugar

Walks Down the Street [3:29]), Dick Gregory ’56 (The ‘When You and I Were Young,
Maggie’ Blues [1:16]), Fritz Kinzel ’58 (Delia [3:30], Black Is the Color of My True Love’s
Hair [2:21]), and Robinson Buck ’59 (Through a Long and Sleepless Night [1:24|4:02]),
expanded the harmonic and rhythmic vocabulary of the Whiff repertoire, giving it a
sophistication and polish wholly at odds with its pre-War roots.

The earliest arrangements in this new style employed various new harmonic tech-
niques, including:

Contributing equally to this change in style was a wealth of material from
American musical theatre, specifically the Broadway songs written in the second quar-
ter of the century by the likes of George Gershwin, Jerome Kern, Richard Rodgers, and
Cole Porter [1913.06]. Unlike their predecessors, these songs offered lyric, often inven-
tive melodies set over what songwriter Jule Styne called ‘attractive’ harmonies, some
with unexpected chord progressions that
made them especially distinctive. On top
of these qualities, Broadway songs
offered more current themes, capturing
the dramatic complexities of real people
in believable plots. Whether lush love
songs or clever patter, they gave post-war
Whiffenpoof arrangers an endless re-
source of material suitable for innovative
arrangement.

The shift in singing styles before and
after the war takes center stage in an
interchange involving Duke Henning and
Marshall Bartholomew from the ‘Yale
Reports’ broadcast of 1958 quoted earli-
er. In it the insular character of the earlier
Whiffs, who basically sang at Mory’s and
on campus except for organized trips
conducted by the Glee Club during
Christmas and Easter vacations, contrasts
with the more popular and commercial
activities of post-WW II groups.

HENNING Barty, to return to your point about the double function of the Yale Glee Club, that
is giving the student a chance to sing serious music, at the same time give him a chance to sing for
fun - I would have said that in my time [1932] while we enjoyed the serious music we sang in con-
certs, much of our singing for fun was, say, in an organization such as the Whiffenpoofs, which was
then primarily a self-entertaining rather than a performing body.

KERR [MODERATOR] And it has now become really a performing body, primarily, has it not?

BARTHOLOMEW Too much so. Even the students themselves would prefer not to have so many
demands put upon them, money offered to them for radio performances and night club singing and
all sorts of entertaining, but since music has become big business and radio and television have devel-
oped to such a high degree, a really first class student singing organization is in commercial demand,
and it is one of our real problems today. 42

Bartholomew was prescient. From this time forward,Whiffenpoof
venues expanded dramatically - including a two-week spring vaca-
tion engagement at the Castle Harbour Hotel in Bermuda that con-
tinued for more than two decades, network television appearances
from The Gary Moore Show to The West Wing, and around-the-world
summer tours.Today, more than a few Whiffenpoofs each year find
that being a Whiffenpoof is so demanding that they take a fifth year
to complete their bachelor degrees.

A NNEW SSOUND
An increase in harmonic sophistication was not the only major change that took

hold in post-war arranging.Three factors merged to pave the way for a new style:

1 The conscious integration of jazz harmonies;
2 The elevation of the melody line from the 2nd tenor to the 1st tenor line; and 
3 The introduction of complex rhythms.

A ready way to appreciate this change in style in its fully-developed form is to look
again at Down in the Old Cherry Orchard [1:01|4:01] from each of these points of view.
A barbershop favorite, this song was rearranged by Lew Girdler in 1961. He added a

daddy is a YALE man 1947 [2:12|3:34]
M . LLIPPINCOTT 1948.08  
ACOLLINS 1945a.01 . 46.01 . 47.02 . 48.04

30

TOO DARN HOT 1947 [1:06|2:22]
M . LPORTER 1913.06 APRESTLEY 1977.12

31
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3  parallel movement of entire chords for effect (particularly as an easy way 
of structuring an accompaniment to a solo singer).

1  a richer harmonic vocabulary, shown by the use of ninth and added sixth 
chords (as contrasted with harmonies comprising simple triads and domi-
nant seventh chords);

2  greater use of exotic chordal sounds, including augmented triads, dimin-
ished sevenths, and even chords built on fourths; and 
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close-harmony verse and a ‘string bass’ verse, two treatments that capture the essence
of the new style made possible by a rich harmonic and rhythmic palette that jazz and
bebop had added to the swing/big-band sound of the 1940s. By looking at the tech-
niques employed by Girdler in this arrangement we can see what made this kind of
music more challenging and rewarding to sing.

At the same time, it is not an exaggeration to say that this change created a high
point in a capella singing, not merely in the ‘amateur’ college environment, but in this
kind of singing, period. Only a few groups were known for arrangements of compara-
ble complexity.These include:

Lambert, Hendricks & Ross, the 1950s and 1960s bebop vocal trio that
originated several songs picked up by Whiff groups in the 1970s and 1980s
(Little Pony [1:09|2:05]; Jeannine [1:27]; Twisted [2:04]);
Manhattan Transfer, a slightly later and fuller version of LH&R; and 
Singers Unlimited, a mixed quartet from the 1970s that created a complex
layered harmonic sound through multi-track recording techniques.

More common were groups like the Four Freshmen, the HiLo’s, the Meltones,
and the Modernaires, who performed a predominantly traditional swing-era brand of
close harmony.

1 JAZZ HARMONIES Verse 3, the close-harmony verse (the first eight bars of
which are reproduced here), is revolutionary in several respects. At the most obvious
level, the parts lie close together. (NOTE The top two voices should be read down an
octave.) What gives this sound its fullness, however, is the presence of jazz harmonies
with names, familiar only to musicians, that nevertheless are crucial to an understand-
ing of this style of music. These additional chord tones, called major and minor sev-

enths and ninths, flatted fifths, and added sixths, create a
sound language that makes it possible even to remove
the root from the chord (as occurs in the first measure
illustrated above). The following illustration shows how
this beginning chord appears (with each note written at
actual pitch) and how it would appear in root position,
indicating in red the note that is left unstated.
As complex as the sound created by these new har-

monies is, no expansion in the number of voices is required to realize them. In fact,
Verse 3 splits into five parts in only two chords. It is perhaps surprising to see how
much is accomplished in basically four parts, even though 5 -part and 6 -part chords
will soon become commonplace in Whiffenpoof arrangements.The key to this seem-
ing paradox is that even when only four parts appear, the chords they create contain
up to seven possible chord tones, not all of which need to be stated in order for the
harmony to be understood.The skill of the arranger is paramount in making the music
sound logical and effortless. It would be a mistake to undervalue this ability, which has
become a hallmark of the Whiffenpoof arranging legacy through the years.

2 ELEVATION OF THE MELODY The second seminal change visible in this
verse is the placement of the melody in the highest voice. This placement accom-
plishes two key objectives:

In Girdler’s setting, the bass line no longer moves between root position chords; it
now acts in a more melodic fashion, giving the sound of the outer voices a smoother
contour than the angular motion of a typical barbershop bass line. (Compare with the
first verse of Cherry Orchard.)

3 RHYTHMIC ACTIVATION The final verse (Verse 4) of Cherry Orchard illus-
trates the last major element setting the new style apart from its predecessor - rhythm.
The melody disappears entirely, which is also the typical practice in jazz improvisation.
The upper three voices (actually four, including voices
whose parts split into two notes) move up in register to
clear the way for a wide-ranging ‘string bass,’ an innovation
in group singing that imitates the lowest instrument in a
jazz combo. The dotted rhythms and syncopation in the
lowest vocal line, set against contrasting rhythms in the
upper voices, create a distinctive texture that is imitated
in many subsequent Whiff arrangements, even up to the
present day, eg, The Gypsy in My Soul [1:03], 1961; Have You
Met Miss Jones? [1:19], 1962; One Minute More [1:22|3:10],
1968; Little Pony [1:09|2:05], 1975; Twisted [2:04], 1976; Bye
Bye Blackbird [2:20], 1994; and Between the Devil and the
Deep Blue Sea [1:29], 1997.

A DEEPER LOOK INTO MUSIC THEORY
At this point, it will be worthwhile to look more closely at how harmony is con-

structed in order to understand what made close harmony of the 1960s such a depar-
ture from its barbershop-type roots. In this way, we can trace how the post-war
arrangers advanced the musical language cultivated by the Whiffenpoofs.

Four-part harmony represents the succession of chords found in part singing (con-
sider a hymn). It is the vertical aspect of the fabric created by four voices singing hori-
zontally in time. Unlike fugues and other kinds of counterpoint, choral arranging in the
popular vein emphasizes the chord pro-
gressions that support a melody, rather
than four independent melodies carried
by individual parts. It is precisely this
emphasis on clearly defined chord pro-
gressions, in preference to melodically
oriented parts, that permits exotic har-
monies to gain prominence. This is true
even though the consequence, as any first
bass or second tenor can attest, may be
an erratic and chromatic vocal line, even
in arrangements that have a smooth over-
all sound.

Now let us examine how chords are
built and how the complex harmonic lan-
guage of jazz added new ranges of color
to the arranger’s palette. All chords in
tonal harmony are constructed in thirds
in a highly logical and mathematical way.A
triad represents one interval of a third
placed on top of another, the outer
boundaries of the chord equaling a fifth.
Richer sounding and more complex chords

BETWEEN THE DEVIL & THE DEEP BLUE SEA  1931
MARLEN LKOEHLER ABLAU 1997.02 [1:29]

34

TWO G CHORDS
G7 showing an implied root

33

DOWN IN THE OLD CHERRY ORCHARD VERSE 4, MEASURES 1 - 8  [string bass in red]35

32 DOWN IN THE OLD CHERRY ORCHARD verse 3, measures 1 - 8
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a It elevates the melody to a range where it does not compete with the 
other voices, making the tune more prominent and easier to recognize 
than in a typical barbershop setting, and

b It gives the lower voices more freedom to assume different configurations -  
either closely spaced (as in Verse 3 of Cherry Orchard) or widely separated.
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How does this theory translate into what we actually hear in Whiff arrangements?
In fact, all three of these jazz chords can be found in either Down in the Old Cherry
Orchard or Have You Met Miss Jones? [1:19] (John Stewart ’62). However, adding tones
to a chord introduces a problem: within a traditional four-part structure, how can such
complex harmonies be built? The initial answer is that additional chord tones are
added by creating ‘splits’ in one or more voice parts, although not as often as many lis-
teners suppose. In fact, in certain styles of five- and six-part harmony, some notes are
actually doublings of existing chord tones, not new ones.

The subtler means of increasing har-
monic richness comes more often from a
process of selection, rather than addition.
This practice results in only four or five
tones being sung, while others are
implied. For example, the tone on the
fifth degree is often left unstated in a
ninth chord, but the third is always pre-
sent, making the chord either ‘major’ or
‘minor.’ Such is the vocabulary of jazz that
listeners easily accept such manipulations
without recognizing them per se.

Now let us examine the chords found
in measures 3 and 4 of Down in the Old
Cherry Orchard, both forms of a chord on
G. (The chart above right shows the basic
G7 chord in its root position, plus the two
different voicings located in measures 3
and 4 of this verse.) The first is a root-
position major seventh chord G, B, D, and
Fg, built in thirds. The second shows the
spacing that actually occurs, with the third
of the chord an octave higher. The third
chord is a modification that would be

written in jazz harmonic terms as a GI5, as introduced above. Its spacing is as com-
pressed as possible and - to illustrate how far from the simple triads of barbershop this
kind of arrangement progressed - the chord actually contains five consecutive notes
(technically in a whole-tone scale) with the center note missing. Heard in isolation, it is
an astounding sound! This kind of harmony requires a group with a finely-tuned musi-
cal ear to execute, which explains in part the necessity for continuous practice in order
to achieve not only a pleasing blend, but also accurate intonation. It is this discipline that
Bartholomew’s ‘educated barbershop’ requires and to which he points as a distin-

guishing feature of the post-war Whiffs.
Although requiring a technical discussion into harmonic theory, the new vocabulary

found in arrangements created in the 1960s and later is relevant in two important
aspects. First, it shows the architecture behind a language that the contemporary listener
came to understand intuitively, if not analytically. Second, it provides a linkage connect-
ing the performance-based structure of barbershop (originally with improvised har-
monies) to the sophisticated art of the vocal arranger, as illustrated by the second half
of Down in the Old Cherry Orchard and much of Girdler’s other work.

THE AARRANGER’S AART
Girdler’s output was substantial and his influence lasting.

Seven arrangements attributed to him were recorded, all but
one by succeeding groups (a true testament to their impor-
tance), namely: Slap That Bass [1:02|3:21],When Sunny Gets Blue
[1:20], MacNamara’s Band [2:11], Down in the Old Cherry
Orchard (expanded) [1:01], Miss Otis Regrets [1:25|4:04], and
The Gypsy in My Soul [1:03].Three of his arrangements (the first
three listed above) are among the ten songs most frequently
recorded by the Whiffs. His arrangements are varied in speed,
solo vs group setting, and musical source, and they form a true
cross section of Whiff music during this period.

Following Girdler in the early 1960s came three arrangers whose output repre-
sented the ultimate extension of this new style characterized by harmonic and rhyth-
mic invention. Examples of their output include When My Sugar Walks Down the Street
[3:29] (re-arranged by Carl Kaestle ’62); Have You Met Miss Jones? [1:19] (John Stewart
’62); and I Get Along Without You Very Well [3:27] (Andy Clarke ’63, arranged for the 1964
Whiffenpoofs).

At the same time that barbershop
style gave way to a more contemporary
harmonic idiom, singing groups at Yale
increased in number and sophistication in
ways that approach the level of the
Whiffenpoofs, whom they fed. Groups
included the Spizzwinks(?), Baker’s Dozen,
Duke’s Men, Alleycats, Bachelors, Society
of Orpheus and Bacchus (SOBs),
Augmented Seven, and the Elm Street
Eight. The presence of so many groups
not only signaled an increased interest in
singing this kind of progressive music, but
also demonstrated the interest of college
audiences in this type of entertainment.
This interest had caught fire during WW
II, as students became increasingly familiar
with the jazz idiom.They began to crave
the a capella counterpart of the big band
and jazz combo sound that featured a
new and richer harmonic vocabulary.

Informal singing attained a critical
mass during this time, encouraging the
establishment of events such as Chi Psi
and the Whiffenpoof Jamboree, which
involved groups from other colleges.
Marshall Bartholomew dutifully kept notes of the songs sung by these groups, together
with frank appraisals of their quality. Whether or not these groups posed any serious
competition to Whiff pre-eminence (not the case, per Bartholomew), it is important to
note that the pitchpipes of these groups gathered valuable experience not only in lead-
ing groups similar to the Whiffs, but also in honing their arranging skills. Such was the
quality of these arrangements that some Whiffs of the late 1950s recall free borrowing
of arrangements by and from other groups. It is little wonder then that the Whiffs often
drew into the group more than one individual per year who was capable of contribut-
ing new arrangements to the repertoire.

HAVE YOU MET MISS JONES? 1937
MROGERS LHART ASTEWART 1962.13  [1:19]

38

WHIFFENPOOF JAMBOREE 28 OCTOBER 1967
limited edition silkscreen  24/50
first public performance of 'time after time'
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JAZZ CHORDS ON C36 37 BUILDING A COMPLEX JAZZ CHORD

are built by adding thirds to the triad, the result being a sound that would seem to be
more dissonant but which, through skillful selection and spacing of chord tones, our
modern ears readily accept.

The diagram below left shows how a chord built in thirds can, in theory, contain
up to seven different tones before repeating a note. Beginning with the note on the
7th degree, the fourth chord tone up from the root (C), there are different options
for each additional tone, called major or minor.The same variability is true of the notes
on the 9th level, which can either be the tone found in the key (Dh) or one raised or
lowered by a half step (Dg or DI). Continuing the rise in thirds, it is even possible to
construct chord tones on the 11th and 13th levels, although these tones are often
named for their positions down an octave (eg, g11 equals I5, and 13 equals 6).To illus-
trate, the second chord in the example represents what would be called a CI7, g9;
the third is a version of a more exotic CI5; and the fourth represents a more famil-
iar sounding C6.
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STRUCTURAL IINNOVATION IIN AARRANGING
As mentioned above, the arranger’s creativity was stimulated beginning in the late

1940s and 1950s by a preference for show tunes over traditional songs. While the
songs of Gershwin, Rodgers, Porter, Kern, Arlen,Van Heusen, and others provided a
more contemporary repertoire of material from which to draw, they also presented
a challenge - reducing a complex musical form to a typically briefer choral setting.The
contrast between songs written in the first and second quarters of the 20th century
is striking and its effect on Whiffenpoof arrangements significant.

The terminology describing the structure of song lyrics pre-
sents a common source of confusion. A poem may have multiple
verses, but a song typically has a narrative section (the verse) and
a concluding section (the refrain or chorus).There may be multi-
ple [poetic] verses to the [musical] verse, but the contrast
between the preliminary section, often set in a declamatory style,
and the refrain/chorus, set in a more melodic style, gives balance
to a Gershwin or Rodgers song.

The structure of the earlier songs follows a highly traditional model: a tune setting
lyrics that are either in repeated verses (Verse1 /Verse2 /Verse3, etc) or in alternating
verses and a refrain (Verse1 /Refrain/Verse2 /Refrain, etc).The first type, called stroph-
ic songs, were most often either sixteen or thirty-two measures in length (Mavourneen
and Shall I,Wasting in Despair [2:13|4:39] are examples of each).They might have mul-
tiple verses, but the structure of the setting would not change.The verse and refrain
are of similar length, and featured an alternation of a verse that is narrative in nature
and a repeated chorus. Old Grey Bonnet [1:13] is a well-known example.

The task of arranging this kind of song was straightforward. Other than adding a
two- or four-bar introduction, there was no need for any modification of the song’s
structure - many of these songs existed already as four-part barbershop-type arrange-
ments. Strike Up the Band [4:17], a Lew Hemingway arrangement sung from the 1940s
through to the 1960s, shows how this structure worked in its most advanced form.
After a brief introduction defining the military character of the setting, a sixteen-bar
verse is followed by a sixteen-bar chorus on a completely different tune (unlike Old
Grey Bonnet, where verse and chorus use the same melody).The transition between
verse and chorus offers Hemingway the opportunity for a distinctive variation in the
arrangement, in this case a vocal fanfare imitating a trio of trumpets followed by bass
line imitating the ‘oom pah’ of a tuba.The use of the voice to imitate instruments was
uncommon in Whiffenpoof arrangements, but parallels the distinctive renditions of
purely intrumental work by the Comedian Harmonists, a highly skilled German vocal
group (five singers with piano accompaniment) that was immensely popular in Europe
between the Wars and well-received in a 1934 visit to New York City.

Strike Up the Band also demon-
strates what frequently happens when
Whiffenpoof arrangements are created
as much by ear as from authoritative
musical scores: lyrics tend to get gar-
bled. For example, the original text of
the song changed in several innocuous,
but time-honored, ways:

1900 Love for a sailor is rare old sport,
When he’s broke it’s Jack goodbye

1942 Love for a sailor is grand old sport,
When he’s broke it’s just goodbye

The most extreme example of this
tendency is My Cutie’s Due [4:08]. The
lyrics of the Whiff arrangement begin:

My Cutie’s due on the two-two-two.

Our vocal hero would have been near-
ly a half-hour late for his date, however,
since the original line reads:

My Cutie’s due at two to two!

THE PPROBLEM OOF TTHE VVERSE
Arrangements written in the 1950s, by reaching into musical comedy for their source

material, faced a dilemma: the presence of a major section that preceded the song as most
people know it.Only George Burns had found a solution, impractical for the Whiffenpoofs,
by singing the full verse at lightning speed. In musical comedy, the verse served a useful
purpose, namely to provide a connection between dialogue (that propels the plot for-
ward) and a full-scale musical number (that stops all dramatic activity dead in its tracks).
A great deal of variety and cleverness attended the construction of the verse, but
removed from the dramatic context of stage drama, the verse became a liability for two
reasons: (1) its length, and (2) its obscurity in comparison to the well-known chorus.

For Whiff arrangers, the solution was nearly always to elimi-
nate the verse, making the arrangement a single presentation of
a thirty-two-bar chorus. Exceptions are The Gypsy in My Soul
[1:03], The Sunshine Girl [1:12|3:12], and Cruisin’ Around [4:06],
where the verse provides an opportunity to showcase a soloist
who retreats into the group, musically and physically, when the
chorus begins. An example of a song rendered in its full form is
Manhattan [4:16], a 1953 arrangement of a song whose verse
showcases the lyricist’s wit and adroitness at rhyming:

Summer journeys to Niagara and to other places aggravate all our cares.
We’ll save our fares.
I’ve a cozy little flat in what is known as old Manhattan.
We’ll settle down, right here in town.
I’ll take Manhattan. . .

A creative approach to utilizing material from the verse is found in Lew Girdler’s
1961 arrangement of Slap That Bass [1:02|3:21]. Girdler excerpts two lines only from
the verse (Happiness is not a riddle / When I’m playing on that big bass fiddle) as a way
not only of introducing the title of the song, but also of leading into a highly topical
‘string bass’ introduction to the solo.

STRIKE UP THE BAND 1900
MWARD LSTERLING AHEMINGWAY 1942.04 [4:17]
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SLAP THAT BASS abbreviated verse used as introduction  [string bass in red]41
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In addition, there are instances where the verse did not suit the arrangement at all
and was completely replaced with a new version.Those familiar with Al Jolson will know
Toot, Toot, Tootsie (Goo’ Bye) [2:26], from 1922. The Whiffenpoof arrangement, written in
1952, has been recorded intermittently until recently, but was usually performed as the
first set closing number in Whiffenpoof concerts from the 1950s
into the 1990s and in that role featured a joke inserted before the
last line of the song.To suit this new function, the original verse:

Yesterday l heard a lover sigh, ‘Goodbye, oh me oh my.’
Seven times he got aboard his train and seven times he hurried back
to kiss his love again and tell her. . .

was abbreviated to:

I am leavin’, but l just want to tell you baby…



A WWIDENING PPALETTE
During the 1950s and 1960s the harmonic freedom that ushered in jazz-influenced

arrangements of show tunes also embraced the folk idiom. Songs like Black is the Color
of My True Love’s Hair [2:21] and Granuaile [3:23] had traditional roots that contrasted
well with the buttoned-down sophistication of arrangements based on composers of
musical comedy.Whiffenpoof arrangers used actual folk tunes, as well as other songs
sounding like they had folk origins (such as Delia [3:30]; It’s a Lazy Afternoon [3:24]; and
Always Autumn), and treated them with often striking originality, using the modal har-
monic sound that characterizes much of folk music as an additional source of color.

Folk arrangements were usually based on ballads, characterized by slowly paced
chord changes.This allowed the construction of novel and evocative sonorities that

were given a chance to resonate. A good example is It’s a Lazy Afternoon, an arrange-
ment for baritone or second tenor solo with an accompaniment made up of a bass
line over which a fixed three-part chord moves in frozen paral-
lel motion - creating strong dissonances as it moves. This treat-
ment suits the theme of the song well. and invites a radical con-
clusion to the arrangement: a sustained unresolved chord, hang-
ing in the air just for the evocative effect. Similarly, Always Autumn
ends with an ascending whole-tone scale, the most destabilizing
harmonic treatment possible and a bold departure from the
clear harmonic structure that predominated in traditional
arrangements.

HAVE YOU MET MISS JONES? final five measures illustrating complex jazz harmonies43
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Finally, one striking characteristic of
post-war arrangements was an increase
in the number of settings for solo voice
plus accompaniment.This trend spoke to
the more contemporary themes of the
show tunes often chosen, allowing
soloists to present without irony the
emotional content of the song, as con-
trasted with the more sentimental or
trivial themes of earlier musical material.
The prominence of the soloist also sig-
naled a change in emphasis from a group
identity to a collection of individuals, each
with a solo-quality voice. There was, in
fact, a certain mystique that surrounded
such audience favorites as A Quiet Girl
[1:05|3:08], Two Sleepy People [3:05], Miss
Otis Regrets [1:25|4:04], Delia [3:30],
Without a Song [4:07], I Married an Angel
[1:18], and One Minute More [1:22|3:10] -
all slow ballads that featured soloists with
first-rate voices and the ability to capti-
vate an audience.The utter silence that befell Woolsey Hall during Whiff concerts in
the 1960s was a testament to some truly outstanding voices and to skillful arrange-
ments setting the necessary tone. Such was the attraction of these songs that two
arrangements, Two Sleepy People (Hoagy Carmichael) and Miss Otis Regrets (Cole
Porter), transformed what were basically light or ironic songs into the most earnest,
heart-felt vehicles for soloists.

The end of the 1960s witnessed a second arranger of last-
ing influence, Bob Birge. His arrangements featured a rich, dense
fabric (with many split parts), a dynamic pulse, and an original
harmonic sense that has its roots in both jazz and folk idioms.
His song, Time After Time [1:04|3:02], has remained in the reper-
tory continuously since its introduction in 1968 and is the third
most frequently recorded song, behind only The Whiffenpoof
Song and Aj Lucka Lucka [3:01]. Birge’s role was pivotal in two
respects. First, his arrangements (Haven’t We Met? [3:07]; I
Married an Angel [1:18]; Just One of Those Things [3:26]; My Kind of Girl [1:23]; Time After
Time) have a broad and immediate appeal that sets them apar t from the refined,

MISS OTIS REGRETS 1934
M . LPORTER 1913.06 AGIRDLER 1961.05 [1:25|4:04]
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ALWAYS AUTUMN the final four measures [the whole tone scale in red]44

THEME AAND VVARIATION
Certain other songs have been adapted using a different organizing principle -

repetition with variation. For example, each of the four verses (we will call them set-
tings for purposes of clarity) in Down in the Old Cherry Orchard uses the same text,
but varies the treatment as follows:

SSEETTTTIINNGG 1 - barbershop style four-part harmony;
SSEETTTTIINNGG 2 - the basses add a counterpoint to the Setting 1 harmony;
SSEETTTTIINNGG 3 - a close-harmony treatment; and
SSEETTTTIINNGG 4 - a string bass setting.

Another creative arrangement is The ‘When You and I Were Young, Maggie’ Blues
[1:16], which takes a classic song written in 1866 and adds a free blues solo that makes
a striking contrast through its contemporary lyrics:

Now you just take your favorite,
and you flavor it

With just a note or two of blue harmony.
Tell the orchestra to play staccato,
And then you add a little obbligato.
Now this Maggie tune is a raggy tune.
Pay no attention to the music that they play,
But just rock your blues away.

Now hear that broken time,
I just spoke in time,

All around I see harmony charmin’ me.
Every lovin’ note is a lovin’ boat,
Just full of music that you can’t refuse.
Now you know the way, tell the band to play,
and when you listen it, just Christen it and say,
I’ve got those ‘When You and I Were Young,

Maggie’ Blues.

Finally, Have You Met Miss Jones? [1:19]
is a 1962 John Stewart arrangement with
perhaps the most refined jazz harmonic
language in the entire Whiff repertoire.

Somewhat like Girdler’s treatment of Down in the Old Cherry Orchard, Stewart’s
arrangement breaks out of a lyrical close harmony setting into a rhythmically active
string bass setting that provides a high-energy contrast. It ends in a combination of
complex harmonies and smooth voice-leading that exhibits the highest level of accom-
plishment in choral arranging.

WHEN YOU AND I WERE YOUNG MAGGIE 1866
MBUTTERFIELD LSTERLING AGREGORY 1956.08 [1:16]
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almost elitist sound of many of the 1960s
harmonists. Second, however, he was a
composer as well as an arranger, Time
After Time [1:04|3:02] and Haven’t We
Met? [3:07] being original compositions.
Only one other person, David Lippincott
’49, wrote more than one song as an
undergraduate that was sung by the
Whiffenpoofs, although Lippincott did
not arrange these songs.

Paralleling the dynamism of Birge’s
work are the arrangements of Bob Brush
’69. His Hurry Sundown [1:12|3:05] com-
bined jazz-inspired harmonies and rhyth-
mically charged vocal lines to produce a
highly refined and energized result.These
arrangements brought to a high point
the influence of jazz harmonies and
rhythms developed originally for an
instrumental context.

THE DDIVERSITY YYEARS
Throughout their first sixty years, the Whiffenpoofs drew on past rather than cur-

rent musical sources. In the 1970s the group for the first time turned an ear toward con-
temporary musical culture. In a mere three years, three prolific pitchpipes - Bill
Harwood ’70, Jeff Fortgang ’71, and John Burke ’72 - absorbed a wide variety of current
influences, ranging from Burt Bacharach (Raindrops Keep Falling on My Head) to Lennon
and McCartney (Let It Be). . . from Steven Stills (Judy Blue Eyes) to Merle Haggard (Okie
From Muskogee). . . and from Laura Nyro (Eli’s Comin’ [3:25]) to Joni Mitchell (I Don’t
Know Where I Stand [3:15]). Instrumental accompaniment - incorporating live guitars,
recorded rock backgrounds, and even flutes, keyboards, and strings - introduced a total-

ly new character to an entity that had confined its resources to a capella male voices
throughout its history.An indication of the rapidity of this change in repertoire is the fact
that, other than Aj Lucka Lucka and The Whiffenpoof Song, only three of sixteen songs on
the 1974 recording were arranged more than six years prior. (It should be noted that
choice of songs to record is an imperfect measure of those sung in concert, but does, at
a minimum, show the preference of each group toward defining its own legacy.)

Tradition was not totally lost in this era of Vietnam and co-education at Yale - it
merely took its place beside deconstruction. In fact, Cole Porter continued to inspire
new arrangements in this decade, as he did in each and every decade since World War
II. But musical experimentation took root firmly in the 1970s, leading the way toward a
performing style that embraced a wide diversity of musical styles, integrated through a
mode of arranging that retained strong links to the group’s more recognizable tradition.
For example, at a time when the Krokodiloes of Harvard, the Tigertones of Princeton,
and similar groups (even at Yale) regularly replicated rock ‘n roll and other styles of the
day in a literal way, the Whiffenpoofs continued to interpret current idioms, making
them recognizably their own creations.The thread connecting new musical styles to the
ongoing Whiffenpoof tradition has been high accomplishment in arranging - evident in
expert harmonization - that sustained a level of sophistication audiences had always
come to expect from this group.

The turmoil of the 1970s had its impact on the Whiffs, as it did
on all other institutions at Yale, and presented them with circum-
stances that were suddenly larger and more complex than the
essentially musical role they had been accustomed to filling.The fol-
lowing story in the Yale Daily News documents the pressures on the
Whiffs to admit women, which were answered by the current busi-
ness manager somewhat tangentially.

WHIFFS APPEAR ON TV PITCHPIPE SPLITS PRIZE The Yale Whiffenpoofs will appear in a pre-
recorded ‘To Tell the Truth’ program on Channel 5 tonight.Two of the show’s four panelists failed to iden-
tify Jeff Fortgang as the Whiffenpoof ’s pitchpipe, resulting in a $33.34 prize for Fortgang. The produc-
ers of the show were originally interested in featuring the singing group because it was rumored that
with the advent of Yale coeducation, the Whiffs had also admitted women. Whiffenpoof Business
Manager,Vince Alexander ’71, responded that although there were no females in the group, the reper-
toire had been updated. OCD 3 feb 1971

With the advent of women’s singing groups on campus, turf battles involving
Mory’s ensued, and the Whiffs demonstrated an initial resistance toward female
encroachment that softened with time, as reported in the Yale Daily News.

NEW AND OLD BLUE MEET The New Blue,Yale’s only female singing group, had hoped
the evening at Naples would be a peace-making at which the New Blue finally achieved equal sta-
tus with the Whiffenpoofs, supposed bearers of Yale’s finest tradition. But it turned out to be more a
rematch of last year’s singdown, as the drunken Whiffs poured beer over each other’s heads and
cheered and hooted during the women’s performance. OCD 20 sept 1973

TIME AFTER TIME 1967
MBIRGE 1968.03 LWEBER ABIRGE 1968.03 [1:04|3:02]
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47 THE WHIFFENPOOFS OF 1957 performing in traditional horseshoe line-up

48 THE NEW BLUE PERFORMS FOR CAPTIVE AUDIENCE NAPLES PIZZA OCTOBER 1973
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WHIFFS WOW, JAMBOREE JAMS DWIGHT . . .As Emcee Jeff Brenzel, 1975, introduced
the New Blue, and told of their recent debut at Mory’s (See v1.1975), a white handkerchief was seen
waving in the hand of a Whiffenpoof - Mory’s has finally broken down its barriers.The Blue accepted
the surrender and opened with an old song, ‘Saving Our Souls for Yale.’ OCD 20 sept 1974



The 1972 Whiffenpoof album cover is evidence of the Whiffenpoofs’ attitude
toward this kind of change. In an artist’s rendition of the Whiffs singing at their accus-
tomed table at Mory’s, one can also see several women, one holding a protest sign,
being actively denied entry into the establishment.

Concerts before Presidents were not unheard of, but in the era of political
activism that characterized the 1970s, the Whiffenpoofs nearly mixed their music and
politics, as explained by business manager Richard Massimilian.

WHIFFENPOOFS TURN DOWN WHITE HOUSE INVITATION The Whiffenpoofs,
Yale’s senior singing group, cancelled a concert at the White House scheduled for last Sunday night.
The Whiffs had sought and originally accepted an invitation to sing at the private White House
Christmas service for the Nixon family and other VIPs. However, four members declined to attend
primarily for political reasons.The group was unable to decide on conduct at the concert, and thus
cancelled the trip. . . ‘For God’s sake, who do the Whiffs think they are?’ asked Massimilian. ‘The
strongest advocates of the pranks didn’t realize that in trying to humiliate Nixon they would have
only humiliated themselves. Pranks would have been embarrassing, inappropriate, and juvenile. I think
we’d look like a bunch of obnoxious college kids.’ OCD 19 dec 1973

These events show that the Whiffs, in carrying forward a long-standing conserva-
tive tradition, were forced to confront issues that had evaded previous groups. In this
transitional time, the essential character of an institution like the Whiffenpoofs was no
longer taken for granted, but was seriously called into question, both within the group
and outside, for the first time.

PERSONAL MMUSICAL EEXPRESSION AAND TTHEATRICAL IINFLUENCES
As the 1970s unfolded, the Whiffenpoofs faced a crisis of relevance.The complex-

ion of the Yale student body had changed rapidly with co-education, campus protests,
and drugs. Little wonder, then, that the Whiffs adapted quickly in their musical persona
to reflect the new era.The experimental nature of the alternative groups of the early
1970s thus evolved into a new kind of performing ensemble that threw off the stud-
ied reserve of earlier times in favor of an immediacy and directness with audiences
that forever changed the group’s stage character, if not its total repertoire.

No longer a staid group re-creating perfectly rehearsed renditions, the Whiffs
instead evolved into a collection of individuals - of personalities - seeking to appeal in
a more spontaneous way to audiences. Singers stepped out of the horseshoe formation
to introduce songs, and even themselves, engaging in a light patter designed to remove
barriers with the audience. The experience of a Whiffenpoof concert became more
theatrical, extending the range of the group beyond purely musical performance and
calling for a more extroverted, versatile, and polished group of individual entertainers.

The musical counterpart of the trend toward individual rather than group identity
was a new freedom that soloists felt in interpreting the music. Suddenly, soloists began
personalizing their treatment of songs formerly sung with cool, reverent uniformity.The

bellwether for this change was On Broadway [2:07], arranged
by Bruce Rosenblum ’75.As a soul number, this song encour-
aged - even required - the soloist to embellish the underlying
melody freely. This trend led to increasingly individual inter-
pretations, paralleling, although not directly imitating, the im-
passioned personalization that changed the Broadway musical
stage, exemplified by A Chorus Line (1975). Other songs that
featured the same kind of free interpretation were Too Darn
Hot [1:06|2:22], 1977, For All We Know, 1978, and Home Cookin’
[2:15], 1981, as well as reinterpretations of the standards, such
as Slap That Bass [1:02|3:21] and When Sunny Gets Blue [1:20].

Not only did singers change their interpretive style, they also altered to an extent
the physical method of vocal production. The trained voice that often sang solos in
Glee Club concerts evolved into that of a cabaret singer. The style of solo singing
admired up to the 1970s featured classical vocal production, often as taught by voice
teachers associated with the Yale School of Music. Perhaps aided by the separation of
the Whiffenpoofs and the Glee Club in the late 1960s, Whiff soloists adopted a style
that, like microphone-assisted singing that took over Broadway, was placed more in the
throat than in the chest.To take the place of a controlled vibrato supported from the
diaphragm, singers embellished longer notes, emulating a practice now common in
popular singing, particularly soul.

A MMULTIPLICITY OOF SSTYLES
In contrast to earlier eras, the 1970s saw contemporary and traditional approaches

share the stage.Take, for example, the arrangements of Bruce Rosenblum ’75:

On Broadway [2:07] (The Drifters - rhythm & blues)
Little Pony [1:09|2:05] (Lambert, Hendricks & Ross - bebop)
Down For the Count (Count Basie - swing)
Skye Boat Song (Scottish folk song)

These arrangements show a diversity of styles that became the norm from this
point forward.Thus, as the 1980s began, there was less emphasis on new arrangements,
perhaps in deference to the strong repertoire that had accumulated by that time.

In the latter part of the 1980s several memorable arrangements emerged, including
Down By the Salley Gardens [1:11] (John Kelley ’86), I Cover the Waterfront [1:28] (Eric
Knutsen ’87), and Something Like the Blues [2:10] (Christopher Jeffries ’87 - an original
composition). Down By the Salley Gardens is a haunting and timeless arrangement, the
first verse of which consists of a solo tenor singing a full verse without accompaniment,
a challenge well met by several Whiff groups of the 1990s.

Not content with breaking new vocal ground, later groups
also introduced choreography.Two successful examples of this kind
of arrangement are Midnight Train to Georgia [1:26] (Wil Pritchard
’86) and The Girl From Ipanema [2:01] (Allen Murabayashi ’94). In
the first, as the soloist sings a ballad with chordal accompaniment,
three singers (modeled loosely on Gladys Knight’s back-up singers,
the ‘Pips’) sing a rapid counterpoint that comments on the soloist’s
situation and mimics a locomotive with various synchronized ges-
tures. Similarly, while the soloist sings The Girl From Ipanema and the group provides vocal
accompaniment in support, a three-man Greek Chorus of sorts comments irreverently
on the hapless soloist’s chances of winning the Latin object of his desire. Unlike comedy
numbers from earlier years, where the group edges toward ironic self-parody, these set
pieces combine sophistication with an unguarded personality that produced more imme-
diate audience appeal.The result added new dimensions of theatricality to Whiffenpoof
concerts and raised the total entertainment value for the audience.

49 THE WHIFFENPOOFS OF 2002 on broadway
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As the first century of the Whiffenpoofs draws to a close, versatility of styles and
quality of execution converge consistently. A view of the recent repertoire shows a
remarkable breadth; these groups have introduced songs that:

- embrace the contemporary James Taylor idiom
New Hymn [1:07|2:09], Josh Dodes ’95;

- venerate the total Whiffenpoof tradition
Shall I,Wasting in Despair [2:13] and Mavourneen, recorded by the 1997 Whiffs;

- explore new and eclectic sounds
Hallelujah [2:03], Chris Gentile ’00; and 

- evoke classical sources
William Byrd’s Ave Verum Corpus, recorded by the 2001 Whiffs.

It is a time when the old and the new stand side by side, linked by high standards
of arranging and performance that have only grown in recent years. It is also the real-
ization of Marshall Bartholomew’s 1950’s vision of the Whiffenpoofs as an increasingly
commercialized enterprise. Over the past generation, increasing numbers of Whiff-
enpoofs have ‘red-shirted’ themselves academically during their Whiffenpoof year and
returned in the following year to complete their degree work. Similarly, more Whiffen-
poofs have gone on to careers in the entertainment field. Nevertheless, to witness a
Whiffenpoof concert today is to see a group that belongs to the 21st century, but also
carries forward an unbroken tradition of excellence echoing the distant sound created
by the Founding Five.

CONTINUING TTHE TTRADITION
The 1990s became an era not of revolution, but of refinement, highlighted by the

arrangements of two skilled pitchpipes, Chris Beck ’91, and Allen Murabayashi ’94. Beck
produced two slow and evocative arrangements (I’ll Be Seeing You [2:02]; When the Sun
Comes Out) and two extroverted arrangements (Whatever Lola Wants [2:19]; Jeannine
[1:27]). Jeannine represents a tour de force of complex harmonies and rhythmically
active counterpoint that takes the standards set by Just One Of Those Things (Bob Birge
’68), Hurry Sundown [1:17|3:06] (Bob Brush ’69) and Eli’s Comin’ [3:25] (Bill Harwood
’70) to a new level. At one point in this arrangement, six different voice parts enter in
succession, singing independent and rhythmically charged lines, resulting in a dense and
intensely dramatic contrapuntal texture that has no equal in the repertory. Mura-
bayashi is responsible for two modern classics: The Girl from Ipanema [2:01] and Bye
Bye Blackbird [2:20].These arrangements, like Beck’s, show full command of the musi-
cal craft plus a flair for entertainment value that has become a hallmark of the group
in recent years.

Worthy of mention is an arrangement of the Vernon Duke classic, Autumn in
New York [2:08] (Yoshiki Waterhouse ’95), that exhibits a new kind of harmonic treat-
ment. In this arrangement the accompaniment to the soloist goes beyond the jazz-
infused idiom of the 1960s to what can only be called a sound landscape adding
chordal coloration to the traditional functional harmonies that underlie Whiffenpoof
arrangements dating back nearly a century. By building clusters of sound spread out
over a wide vocal range, and then moving them, often in parallel motion,Waterhouse
creates a sonic palette reminiscent of the multi-track recording style of Singers
Unlimited, but all his own.


